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Chapter 1
Introduction
In Chapter 1, the background, motivation and chapter organization of this dissertation are described.
For explaining the former two parts, the related studies are introduced.
1.1 Background of This Dissertation
1.1.1 Recognition of Remote Environment via Transmission of Audiovisual Information
Recognition of environment is important and essential factor for human beings. The obtainment of
physical information on things and external environment is enabled by the functions of sensory organs.
Based on the information, humans decide their actions and live in this world.
One of the challenging themes in engineering has been the extension of the recognition functions so
that those work beyond the spatial constraints. In old days, humans had no means to sense the information
on remote environment. The only ways they could utilize were letter and hearing from other people and
to deduce the state of remote environment by making full use of such text and linguistic information.
The telephone invented by Alexander Graham Bell was a innovation in a sense that humans obtained
the mean to hear the sound at remote place. This function is brought by transforming the acoustic
wave into electrical signal, transmitting and reproducing those by electro-acoustic transducer. Television
developed by the utilization of electro-optical instruments was also the remarkable invention, and it can
show the vision of remote place. Fig. 1-1 shows the transmission flow of audiovisual information. The
physical phenomena occurring at remote place are dealt by transducers, and the transformed signals
are communicated: combination of the “transformation of energy configurations” and “handling the
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transformed signals” realized the functions. As well as the real-time transmission, this idea can be applied
to the preservation of the audiovisual information. Concretely speaking, sound and video recorders
were developed. These gave humans the way to sense the information beyond not only spatial but also
temporal constraints: they are able to hear and see the sound and vision anytime and anywhere.
With the development of the network technologies, the information is widely utilized as represented
by the applications such as broadcasting, multimedia devices and videophones. The systems and tech-
nologies are now imperative for current life of humans.
1.1.2 Real-world Haptics for Kinesthetic Sensation and Motion Control
Following to audiovisual information, the engineered handling of haptic sensation has recently been
researched. The word “hapt” is from a greek word meaning “touch,” and rendering the information is
expected to contribute for enhancing the reality in recognizing the environment. The academic field that
treats the rendering of the information is called haptics. Up to now, enormous amount of researches have
been reported. The first system of transmission and reproduction of haptic information was developed
by Goertz [1]. It consists of master and slave systems, and the slave device was designed to follow the
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movement of the master system. The motivation of this study was to develop the system for manipulation
in nuclear plants, and the system enabled the operators stay away from dangerous place by having the
slave system act the kinesthetic interaction as an remote agent. The system was mechanically made at
first, and later the system that employs electrical devices was developed [2].
As represented by the word “five senses,” there also exist the sensory information that can be used for
communication such as sense of smell and taste, other than the haptic sensation. However, the feature that
discriminates the haptic sensation from the other type of information is that it is stimulated on the basis of
bilateral interaction between human and environment. It is represented by the famous physical law called
action-reaction law: human touches environment and environment touches human. The law indicates
the necessity of bidirectional structure in handling the transmission of haptic information. Based on
this, bilateral control was invented [3–7]. The schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 1-2. Here, the
transduction of mechanical and electrical power is done bidirectionally. The final goal of the system is
to control the master and slave manipulators to synchronize mechanically.
The configuration of control system has always been the problem in the field of bilateral control. In
earlier stage, synchronization of workspace velocities of end effectors was set as the control objectives.
Based on this, velocity-based bilateral control system was proposed [8, 9]. The other type of control
systems is force-based one, and this system focuses on rendering the force generated at slave side for
master operator [10]. This one is called as force-based bilateral control method. One of the famous types
of bilateral control is force-reflecting type scheme, in which force control is conducted at the master side
whereas position control is implemented at the slave side [11–16]. This type is widely utilized as the
effective control scheme. In addition to the pure rendering of remote object, the idea was applied for
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micro manipulation and macro-micro bilateral control was proposed [17–19].
As noted above, the function that the bilateral control system should realize is to render the stiffness of
remote object. Lawrence defined the “transparency” of the rendering from inspiration by 2-port circuit
[20], and it enabled the performance analyses on bilateral control schemes. In [20], 4ch bilateral control
scheme was also proposed. Similar idea was also proposed by Hannaford [21,22]. Another topic existing
in the research field is the stabilization of the system operation under time delay [23]. Since the structure
of control system should take the bilateral form, the feedback of signal is needed. As known in the control
theory, the time delay generated by communication between master and slave systems in the feedback
loop easily deteriorates the stability of system. For addressing the problem, there exist researches that
treat H1 and -synthesis theories [24, 25]. Gunter proposed wave variable for tele-manipulation, and
realized the stabilization of the system under communication delay [26–28]. The passivity is the most
famous method for addressing the problem [29–32]. The idea of the method is similar to that of wave
variable, and it can ensure the system stability by considering the dissipation of energy at communication
block.
As well as the researches on the tele-manipulation, the technologies on motion control of robotic
systems have been developing. The refined control of robotic motion and interaction between robot
and environment are actively researched. Following to the pure position and force control of robotic
manipulator, impedance control was invented [33,34]. In an idea called control stiffness [35], the control
system has intermediate characteristics between position and force control. As for the robust control of
motor, Ohnishi proposed the disturbance observer that can estimate and compensate for the disturbance
torque [35–39]. With the use of the observer, acceleration control system was developed, and it was
found that the robust control of acceleration is the fundamental factor for realizing any tasks of motion
control such as controlling position, force and virtual impedance [40]. In [41], the acceleration control
realized by using sliding mode controller was proposed by Savanovic. Raibert developed the theories on
hybrid control; the combination of force and position control [42]. Then, Sakaino extended of the theory
on hybrid control and proposed oblique coordinate control [43]. In the method, task Jacobian and mass
matrices are derived in oblique coordinate and advanced motion control is realized.
Recently, the integration of technologies on bilateral control and motion control yielded novel types
of systems. Matsumoto proposed the 4ch bilateral control based on the acceleration control [44]. Iida
proposed operationality and reproducibility [45] based on hybrid parameters, and found that the system
was the strong candidate for realizing the high transparency of bilateral control. The system is called
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ABC in abbreviation, and along with the development of the system, the academic field called real-
world haptics emerged [46]. The real-world haptics is one of the fields of haptics, and it focuses on the
rendering of haptic sensation induced by the contact with the object that exists in real. In that sense,
the tele-manipulation based on bilateral control is included as one of the topics in the field. Among
the many kinds of control schemes, the ABC is often treated as the unit system in the researches of
real-world haptics. There exist researches in which acceleration control is utilized for macro-micro
bilateral control [47, 48]. Katsura extended framework of bilateral control into multiple systems and
proposed multilateral control system [49]. The scheme is effective for broadcasting haptic information,
and cooperative tele-operation is researched [50–52]. As for the preservation of haptic information,
Yokokura proposed motion-copying system [53, 54] in which position and force information is stored
while bilateral control is conducted. The system is highly capable of reproducing the kinesthetic motion
of operator. Then, disturbance observer was utilized also for the stabilization under communication delay,
and Natori proposed communication disturbance observer that can compensate for the adverse effect by
the delay as the disturbance [55–58]. With the passivity-based approach, the observer is thought as the
effective method for delay compensation.
1.1.3 Technologies on Thermal Haptics
So far the kinesthetic rendering of remote environment has been introduced. Since the real-world
haptics is developed under the history of tele-manipulation using the bilateral control of manipulators,
the academic field mainly treated the kinesthetic sensation. However, the sensation does not cover the
all range of haptic sensation. The haptic sensation consists of several elemental sensations: kinesthetic,
surface and thermal sensations [63, 64]. As well as the kinesthetic rendering, thermal haptics which is a
research field on providing thermal sensation has been developing. In thermal haptics, thermal devices
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are utilized for rendering thermal sensation [59–62]. Fig. 1-3 depicts the thermal interaction using a
thermal device. According to the temperature difference between the operator and the device, heat flows
into/out of the device. Then, the device changes its temperature on the basis of the heat flow and thermal
energy generated interior of the device. By the heat flow and device temperature, the operator feels the
thermal sensation.
In the field of thermal haptics, Peltier device is often employed. It is a thermoelectric device that facil-
itates the heat flow based on the Peltier effect [65]: heat flow is generated when two different metals or
semiconductors are joined and electrical power is applied. The device has relatively fast response char-
acteristics and can be driven easily by DC-power source, and it is utilized for many kinds of applications
such as cooling computer components, heat pump for mini-sized refrigerator, etc [66–68]. In [69], the
use of the device for bio-microfluidic platform is introduced. From same reasons, the device is thought
to be applicable for haptic devices [70].
In the past, temperature control of the device was mainly focused. The temperature variation in con-
tacting with material is recorded, and the device temperature is controlled to mimic the contact. In
contacting with the objects, the thermal properties of human finger are important [71, 72]. On this per-
spective, the model of human finger is derived and included in the controller design in some researches.
On the other hand, heat flow is also considered as the important physical variable and the history of
heat flow in contact is reproduced in [73]. These are not real-time transmission of thermal sensation and
include the virtual reality as one of the targets. In [74], the thermoelectric device was mounted on the
manipulator with stage, and kinesthetic and thermal sensations are simultaneously rendered as the appli-
cation of virtual reality. Some researchers challenged implementing the device with vibrotactile actuators
for supplemening the surface sensation [75,76]. Then, a medical simulator that renders both mechanical
and thermal property of virtual object was developed in [77]. The development of small-sized thermal
rendering device was reported in [78].
Along with the researches on providing thermal sensation, thermal control itself is also handled as
the research topic. The Peltier device is known to have nonlinear characteristics such as Joule heat. For
the control with long time constant, PID control of the device is sufficient. However, in utilizing the
device for thermal haptics, the bandwidth of the thermal system should be set as wide as possible, and
the nonlinear terms should be taken into account for designing controller for realizing precise thermal
rendering. As the examples of the studies on controlling the Peltier device, operator-based control theory
has been applied for controlling the device in [79]. As the robust control system, the heat disturbance
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observer is constructed for compensating for the disturbance factors in thermal control [80, 81]. The use
of sliding-mode controller for rubust temperature control was presented in [82].
There also exist the studies on real-time transmission of information on thermal sensation. Tachi
proposed the concept of Telexistence and implemented the function of thermal rendering [83]. In the
developed system, the temperature of remote robotic hand is measured and temperature of the device
was regulated to be same as that of the robotic hand [84]. In the similar way, Caldwell combined thermal
device, vibrotactile actuator, pressuring instrument, camera and microphone in order to have the operator
feel immersed in remote environment. In these systems the thermal device does not exist in remote side,
and the rendering is done only in one direction. The number of researches on thermal bilateral control
is fewer than the kinesthetic cases; however, there are some research reports [85]. The idea of thermal
bilateral control was introduced in [86]. In [86], several types of couplings between master and slave
thermal devices (temperature and temperature, heat flow and temperature, etc) were tested. Moreover,
the bilateral control with prediction of finger temperature was presented [87]. The thermal bilateral
control with scaling was proposed in [88].
1.2 Motivation of This Dissertation
The kinesthetic and thermal controls, as well as the technologies on rendering of those information,
are treated in different ways. From the viewpoint of the application of haptic rendering systems, the
appropriate structure of the system can be different; the unilateral transmission of measured thermal
states and controlling the thermal haptic device can be enough as the remote thermal display, whereas
the bilateral structure as well as the short time period of control and high resolution of sensors is required
for remote communication of kinesthetic sensation, since the bandwidth of kinesthetic sensation is much
higher than that of thermal sensation. Although the requirements for rendering the respective sensations
are different, from the viewpoint of physical phenomena, the contact of human with the environment
can be comprehended as the exchange of physical powers between them; not only the mechanical power
but also the thermal one flows from one side to the other side. Like a handshake in which the contacted
materials can change those temperatures according to the heat flow between them, there are cases in
which the mutual interactions of thermal powers cannot be neglected in thermal rendering; in these cases,
both the temperature and heat flow should be controlled in bilateral direction for rendering the thermal
properties of the remote objects. As for this mutual interaction, it is able to say that the real-world haptics
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mainly treated the kinesthetic sensation, whereas the bilateral rendering of thermal sensation has a short
history and methodologies for the control have not been established yet.
The motivation of this dissertation is to generalize the framework of reproducing the physical phenom-
ena that are occurring at the contact; the bilateral exchanges of physical powers are handled in unified
way. The motivation of the study is illustrated in Fig. 1-4. For the generalization, this study considers
the integration of motion control, thermal control and haptic technologies. By deriving the framework
of mutual reproduction, it is expected that the modality as well as the quality of communication is in-
creased. Moreover, the mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations becomes possible under
the concept of generalized physical powers. This kind of system is only realized by considering the
bilateral control system in unified manner. Realizing the feature that enables the interaction of different
kinds of physical powers is also the important theme in this dissertation, and it can lead to the invention
of the novel haptic applications.
The one of the most famous representation methods of the generalized systems’ dynamics is bond
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graph [89–91]. It was proposed by Paynter, and physical variables are categorized into two parts: the
effort and flow [92]. For example, mechanical force and electrical voltage are treated as effort whereas
the velocity and current are categorized as flow. The multiplication of effort and flow has a unit of power,
and then the unified elements for energy storing and dissipation are defined. The bond graph connects
the elements by arrows, and effort and flow are allocated so that the arrows in graph can represent
the power flow. Meanwhile, Firestone focused on the allocation topology of elements, and defined the
across and through variables [93]. The former one is the difference of potential across the element, and
through variable is defined to be the physical quantity that goes through the element. For instance, the
voltage difference across the electrical resistance corresponds to the across variable, and electrical current
flowing through it is treated as through variable. This type of definition enables the consistent analogy of
different physical systems in a sense that the series and parallel connections of elements are maintained.
The concept of these analogical theories is extended to include also the thermal system, which involves
the generation of entropy in irreversible process. For example, Thoma proposed RS-element so that the
contradictions in power flow of bond graph don’t occur [94].
In present control engineering, block diagram and state-space equations are preferred. Here, analyses
in frequency domain and more mathematical calculation with less consideration on physical meaning
are conducted. Currently the bond graph is less employed than these methods; however, the graph has
advantage that it can explicitly represent the flow of physical power. Even the gains in controller can be
interpreted as the source or elements to handle the power flows [95]. The aim of this dissertation is to
treat the bilateral power reproduction in unified way for real-world haptics, and the theory of bond graph
that can handle the power flows becomes the key factor for this endeavor. In future industry, developing
systems for embodying physical properties of objects in mutual direction can involve a lot of different
types of physical phenomena, not only mechanical and thermal fields. The concept in this dissertation
for unification of bidirectional rendering will play an important role for that field.
1.3 Chapter Organization of This Paper
Fig. 1-5 shows the chapter organization of this dissertation. First, the robust motion control and
thermal control are generalized by the control of across variable flow in Chapter 2. The system with the
controller is utilized as the unit for the bilateral control. Then, the bilateral control based on the across
variable flow is constructed in Chapter 3. The Chapters 2 and 3 mainly focus on the theory expansion of
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acceleration-based control [35, 44] for generalized physical systems.
After the expansion of the framework, this dissertation treats the problems existing in actual bilateral
control. One of the major problems for applying the control is communication delays between master
and slave systems. The delays easily deteriorate the performance and stability of the systems [23].
Therefore in Chapter 4, filters for recovering the performances under the delay are proposed [96]. Then
in Chapter 5, compensation for bilateral control with different control performances is treated [97]. In the
practical situation, there can be the cases in which the master and slave systems employ the devices with
different control bandwidths, and the topic is handled in the chapter. Chapter 6 focuses on the thermal
haptic device, and proposes a heat inflow observer [98]. The observer enables the omitting of the heat
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flow sensor, and it is expected to enhance the response characteristics of thermal system. For testing the
effectiveness of the developed observer, observer-based thermal bilateral control and the mixed rendering
is demonstrated in the chapter. The mixed rendering can only be realized by considering the generalized
physical powers, and the experiment is not only conducted for testing the observer but also for showing
the possibilities of novel kinds of haptic applications.
Through Chapters 2 and 3, the framework of bilateral control design is constructed. On the other hand,
the Chapters 4, 5 and 6 address the problems in actual bilateral control. Therefore, this dissertation covers
the wide range of themes including the abstraction of theories and practical implementation. Finally in
Chapter 7, this dissertation is summarized by some conclusion remarks.
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Chapter 2
Robust Control of Across Variable Flow
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, robust control of across variable flow (AVF) that will be used as the fundamental
unit for bilateral reproduction of power transmission is introduced. The across variable is one of the
generalized physical variables, and using it enables the unified handling of different kinds of physical
systems. The AVF is the changing rate of across variable, and the perfect control of AVF corresponds
to an normalization of capacitive element of generalized device. By the normalization, the controller
design becomes free from the disturbance terms and actual amount of the device capacitance. Moreover,
this dissertation defines generalized control conductance that corresponds to the control stiffness [35] in
the field of motion control. Systems should realize the wide range of the index values in order to handle
the various kinds of control tasks. In accordance with the index, control systems of across and through
variables with the utilization of AVF controller are introduced. The constructed systems will have the
large potential to be applied for the bilateral control.
The contents of this chapter are as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the across and through variables,
which are the one kind of the generalized physical variables. In this section, the explanations on some
generalized elements that form the dynamics of physical objects are included. Section 2.3 shows the gen-
eralized form of control device using the variables and elements. Then, the robust control of AVF based
on the observer of disturbance through variable is constructed in Section 2.4. The case of thermodynamic
systems that need special treatments is explained in Section 2.5. In Section 2.6, generalized control con-
ductance is defined. Then, the control systems of across and through variables are constructed with the
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Fig. 2-1: Distributed parameter model of each physical system. (a) Mechanical system (wave equation).
(b) Electrical system (telegraphic equation). (c) Thermal system (thermal diffusion equation).
use of the AVF controller, and relation between the systems and the defined index is discussed. In Sec-
tion 2.7, control of multi-degree-of-freedom system is briefly explained. The experimental examples are
shown in Sections 2.8 and 2.9. Finally, this chapter is concluded in Section 2.10.
2.2 Generalized Physical Variables
Things are surrounded by many kinds of physical phenomena: mechanical, electrical, magnetic, ther-
mal and so on. For example, electrical field moves an electron in the field, and thermal energy is trans-
ferred from high temperature area to low temperature one. As represented by an electrical motor, the
engineers have been developing the effective combination of the phenomena in order to realize certain
tasks and functions [92], and a lot of devices, instruments and systems have been invented. For dis-
cussing the systems in unified approach, variables in generalized physical systems are introduced in this
section.
2.2.1 Analogies Between Different Kinds of Physical Systems
As the preliminary for deriving the generalized physical systems, governing equations for mechanical,
electrical and thermal systems are firstly considered, respectively. This dissertation handles one dimen-
sional physical phenomena, and models of the systems are shown in Fig. 2-1. Here, x, f , v, i, T and q
denote position, force, voltage, current, temperature and heat flow, respectively. Then, the superscripts
ref and ext represent the reference and external value, respectively. In modeling, the materials are set to
have unit length. Then mechanical, electrical and thermal systems are modeled by wave equation, tele-
graphic equation and thermal diffusion equation, respectively. The governing equations for each physical
system are described below
@2x(t; y)
@t2
=
K
M
@2x(t; y)
@y2
(2.1)
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@2v(t; x)
@t2
=
1
LC
@2v(t; x)
@x2
(2.2)
@T (t; x)
@t
=

c
@2T (t; x)
@x2
; (2.3)
where K, M , L, C, , , c stiffness, mass, inductance, capacitance, heat conductivity, density and
specific heat capacity, respectively. Note that these physical properties are described in the form of
density of the material. Then, the resistance elements are neglected in the telegraphic equation.
Next, the initial and boundary conditions for the equations are set as follows:
[Wave equation]
x(0; y) = 0 (2.4)
@x(0; y)
@t
= 0 (2.5)
K
@x(t; 0)
@y
=  f ref (t) (2.6)
K
@x(t; 1)
@y
= f ext(t) (2.7)
[Telegraphic equation]
v(0; v) = 0 (2.8)
@v(0; x)
@t
= 0 (2.9)
1
L
@v(t; 0)
@x
=  di
ref (t)
dt
(2.10)
1
L
@v(t; 1)
@x
=
diext(t)
dt
(2.11)
[Thermal diffusion equation]
T (0; x) = 0 (2.12)

@T (t; 0)
@x
=  qref (t) (2.13)

@T (t; 1)
@x
= qext(t): (2.14)
By applying the Laplace transformation for temporal and spatial domains [99], followings are obtained
M
K
s2x(s; p) = p2x(s; p)  px(s; 0)  @x(s; 0)
@y
(2.15)
LCs2v(s; p) = p2v(s; p)  pv(s; 0)  @v(s; 0)
@x
(2.16)
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c

sT (s; p) = p2T (s; p)  pT (s; 0)  @T (s; 0)
@x
; (2.17)
where s and p are Laplace operator for spatial and temporal domain, respectively. By the conditions
described above and inversed Laplace transformation, the transfer functions of each physical system are
consequently derived as
x(s; y) =
1
K
q
M
K s
cosh

s
q
M
K (1  y)

sinh

s
q
M
K
 f ref (s) + 1
K
q
M
K s
cosh

s
q
M
K y

sinh

s
q
M
K
 fext(s) (2.18)
v(s; x) =
Lp
LCs
cosh

s
p
LC(1  x)

sinh

s
p
LC
 siref (s) + Lp
LCs
cosh

s
p
LCx

sinh

s
p
LC
 siext(s) (2.19)
T (s; x) =
1p
cs
cosh
q
c
 s(1  x)

sinh
q
c
 s
 qref (s) + 1p
cs
cosh
q
c
 sx

sinh
q
c
 s
 qext(s): (2.20)
In the transfer functions above, the hyperbolic functions are included. Since it is difficult to handle those
in the current form, approximating the transfer function is considered. The hyperbolic function can be
expanded as
sinh(k) = k

1 +
1
2
k2

1 +
1
42
k2

  
= k
1Y
n=1

1 +
k2
2

(2.21)
cosh(k) = 1:0

1 +
4
2
k2

1 +
4
92
k2

  
=
1Y
n=1
 
1 +
k2
(n  12)22
!
: (2.22)
Therefore, the first order approximations become
sinh(k) ' k (2.23)
cosh(k) ' 1:0: (2.24)
Applying these to the transfer functions and by substituting x = 1 or y = 1 (the terminal part of the
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material), the dynamic equations of each physical system are obtained as
_x(s) =
1
Ms
(f ref (s) + f ext(s)) (2.25)
v(s) =
1
Cs
(iref (s) + iext(s)) (2.26)
T (s) =
1
cs
(qref (s) + qext(s)): (2.27)
The derived equations have similar form; the relation between the input and output is described by
the first order differential equation. This is the basis of using the analogies between different kinds of
systems.
In deriving the dynamic equations, some approximations of the models and equations were applied.
Followings are the summary of the assumptions made in this dissertation and possible differences be-
tween the physical systems in actual implementation:
 As shown in Fig. 2-1, one dimensional physical phenomena are treated in this dissertation.
 Moreover, the physical properties such as mass and thermal conductivity are constant and uniform
in the material.
 Related to the two points above, this dissertation assumes that the device is the conservative system.
For instance, it is expected that the heat conduction between the lateral side of the device and the
surrounding environment occurs in addition to the one-dimensional heat transfer; however, this
factor is considered to be small and neglected. Moreover, this dissertation treats the solid device,
and the factors such as the phase transition are also neglected.
 The expanded terms of hyperbolic functions are related to the zeros and poles (roots of numerator
and denominator polynomials) of the transfer functions. Since the locations of the roots of the
terms are determined by the physical properties of each system, the validity of the approximation
depends on the properties.
 Related to above, the bandwidth of the model that is valid for describing the system operation
is different among the physical systems. For example, thermal device has the narrow bandwidth
whereas the electrical motor has wider one. For the simplicity of the discussion, it is assumed that
the approximated model is valid for all frequency range in Chapter 2 and 3, whereas the influence
of the difference between the simplified model and actual one on the haptic communication is
considered in Chapter 5.
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Table 2.1: Across and through variables based on mobility analogy.
Variables Mechanical system Electrical system Thermal system
Across variable Velocity V Voltage V Temperature T
Through variable Force F Current I Entropy flow _S
R element
Fluidity
Resistor Capacitor
Mass
Const.
Spring
Reciprocal of inductor
Thermal
resistance
None
Thermal
capacitane
C element
Mechanical
system
Physical
systems
Electrical
system
Thermal
system
(in pseudo
bond graph)
I element
0
Fig. 2-2: Elements in each physical system based on mobility analogy.
 The simplest approximation of the hyperbolic function is equivalent to that the system is treated
as the single-lumped parameter model.
2.2.2 Across and Through Variables
The variables can be divided into two kinds: across and through variables [93]. As the electrical cur-
rent flows through resistance according to the voltage difference across the element, the general physical
phenomena can be comprehended in analogical way as that a quantity goes through an element following
the difference of potential quantity across the element. The analogy is called as mobility analogy, and
the former and the latter quantities are defined as through and across variables, respectively. The across
and through variables can be defined as the duality of physical systems, and the analogies of dynamic
equations observed in previous part can be comprehended by these variables.
The variables for each kind of physical systems are shown in Table. 2.1. From here, across and
through variables will be represented by e and i, respectively. As the other type of uniform expressions,
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ST
GY
TF
or 0 C:
Actuation of device
External
environment
Passive part of device
I :
R:
Fig. 2-3: Generalized control device described by using bond graph.
there are effort and flow variables. The reason why the across and through variables are employed is that
the topologies of element connections are preserved; series and parallel connections become common
for all systems. Fig. 2-2 shows elements defined for each physical system. There are three kinds of
elements defined in the analogy: resistive (R), capacitive (C) and inertia (I) elements [92]. Each element
relates the across and through variables as
R element : e = i (2.28)
C element : e =
1

Z
idt (2.29)
I element : i = 
Z
edt; (2.30)
where ,  and  denote the amount of each element. By using the variables and elements mentioned
above, all the kinds of physical systems can be treated in unified approach.
In Fig. 2-2, pseudo bond graph is considered in thermal system. Moreover, (2.27) is different from
the rule shown in Table. 2.1; heat flow is employed instead of entropy flow [100]. To be precise,
the irreversible process of thermal phenomena should take the generation of entropy into account. For
addressing this point, RS element [94] is defined as the supplemental one, whereas this chapter only
introduces thermal resistance and capacitance for simplification. The difference of using real and pseudo
bond graphs in actual thermal control is discussed in Section 2.5.
2.3 Generalized Form of Control Device
Next, control device which will be used for constructing haptic system is unified using the generalized
variables and elements. Fig. 2-3 shows the generalized form of control device described by using bond
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+
_ _
_
Actuation of
device
or
Fig. 2-4: Generalized control device described by using block diagram.
graph. Here, R, C and I denote resistive, capacitive and inertia element, respectively. The superscripts
app, res and ext mean applied, response and external value, respectively. Then, subscript dv, R, C
and I represent device, resistive, capacitive and inertia element, respectively. The capacitive element
is used for describing (2.25), (2.26) and (2.27), and the other elements are employed to represent the
modeling error of the physical systems. Bond graph is useful for representing the power flow inside of
the system. The arrow in the graph represents the flow of physical power; alongside the arrow the across
and through variables (in general effort and flow variables are used, whereas across and through variables
are employed in this dissertation) are located, and the multiplication of variables yields the unit of power.
The operation of the device can be divided into three parts: actuation of device, interaction with
external environment and passive part of the device. The first part represents the generation of reference
power eresidv. The part corresponds to torque generation by electrical motor, heat flow generated by
Peltier device, etc. Here, the reference input (eapp and iapp) can be both across and through variables;
however, in general those finally become input of through variable by using transformer or gyrator. For
example, servo amplifier of motor generates force reference (corresponding to idv) based on current
reference (iapp). Then, by the interaction with the external environment, another through variable iext is
generated. Finally, subtracted power input goes into the passive elements of the device. As a result, the
response of across variable eres (for example, velocity and temperature responses) is determined. Note
that there can be cases that only some of the elements are enough, like that the Rdv and Cdv are enough
for describing the movement of electrical motor.
The translation of the bond graph as the form of block diagram is shown in Fig. 2-4. In Fig. 2-4,
s denotes Laplace operator. Here, “actuation of device” denotes generation of through variable idv e.g.
torque coefficient of motor Kt and Peltier coefficient  of thermoelectric device. Using the diagram,
robust control system of AVF is constructed.
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Controller of
across variable flow
++
+
+
_
_
Actuation of
device
Actuation
model
Inverse model of
actuation
Inverse model of
actuation
or Observer of
disturbance
through variable
or
Fig. 2-5: Robust control of AVF based on observer of disturbance through variable.
2.4 Robust Control of Across Variable Flow
As shown in Figs. 2-3 and 2-4, the through variable generated by the interaction between the device
and external environment (represented by iext) can effect on the response of the device. In addition to
that, there exist dissipation and leakage of injected energy by R and I elements, and these also change
the response of across variable. Realizing the system that is robust against these terms is essential for
simplifying and clarifying the strategy of control design.
Addressing the above problems, this study constructs robust AVF control system based on observer of
disturbance through variable as shown in Fig. 2-5. Here, g denotes cut-off frequency of low-pass filter,
and superscripts ref , cmp and^mean reference, compensation and estimated values, respectively. Then,
the subscripts n and dis represent nominal value and disturbance observer, respectively. In the control
system, command of application (eapp or iapp) is generated based on the reference of across variable flow
_eref , nominal value of C element Cdvn and inverse model of device actuation. The disturbance observer
estimates the amount of disturbance through variable idis by comparing the idvn with consequent through
variable ires that brought the response of the device. Here, the disturbance through variable is defined as
idis = iext +
1
Rdv
eres + Idv
1
s
eres: (2.31)
Supposing that Cdvn = Cdv and actuation model is perfectly identified, the disturbance through variable
is estimated by the observer as
i^dis =
gdis
s+ gdis
idis: (2.32)
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STST
ST
01 C:
Controller of
across variable flow
Physical device
Compensation by
disturbance observer
Fig. 2-6: Bond graph of robust control of AVF.
C: 1
Fig. 2-7: Approximated bond diagram of perfect AVF control.
The low-pass filter is for reducing the noise amplification by differentiating the response eres. Note that
even when there exist identification errors, the observer estimates those as one of the disturbance terms
and compensation is possible. By adding the ecmp or icmp as the compensation, the system enhances
its robustness against the disturbance through variable. With the use of the compensation, the transfer
function from disturbance through variable to device response becomes as
eres
idis
= 1  gdis
s+ gdis
=
s
s+ gdis
: (2.33)
As shown in (2.33), the disturbance idis can be suppressed by high-pass filter.
The AVF control system can be interpreted from the perspective of power flow by using bond graph.
Fig. 2-6 shows the bond graph of AVF control system. In the physical device part, it is shown that a
source absorbs power eref idis and it disturbs the power flowing into the capacitive element. From the
bond graph, it turns out that the disturbance observer injects almost same amount of power eref i^dis, and
it cancels the power absorption. Moreover, the power (Ccvn   1) _ereferef is applied as the supplement
for realizing the response to be eref .
The notable feature of the system is that the device acts for controller as if it had unit value of single
capacitive element, as shown in Fig. 2-7. The normalization realized by the internal power injection is
beneficial for control system in a sense that the controlled plant is unified to be single 1=s in Laplace
domain. From this perspective, this dissertation employs the system as a unit for the bilateral control.
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2.5 Case of Thermodynamic Systems
In thermodynamic systems, the across and through variables correspond to temperature and entropy
flow. However, the entropy flow has difficulty in actual treatment and heat flow is generally taken as an
alternative. The graph with the use of the temperature and heat flow is called as pseudo bond graph. In
this section, difference between the uses of entropy flow and heat flow is discussed.
The entropy flow is defined as follows
_Sres =
1
Tdv
d0Qdv
dt
=
1
Tdv
CdvdTdv + pdvdVdv
dt
; (2.34)
where S, Q, p and V denote entropy, quantity of heat, pressure and volume (not voltage here), respec-
tively. Note that “0” is added at the right hand side of first line of (2.34), since the Q is not state quantity
actually. Here, Tdv is absolute temperature of device. When solid material is used as thermal device,
the change of volume can be neglected; therefore, the multiplication of temperature and entropy flow
becomes equal to heat flow ( _SresTdv = Cdv dTdvdt = q
res).
The integral of (2.34) yields
Sres = Cdv
Z Tdv
Tamb
dT
T
dt = Cdvln
Tdv
Tamb
' Cdv Tdv   Tamb
Tamb
= Cdv
T res
Tamb
; (2.35)
where Tamb denotes ambient temperature which is generally constant and initial value of device tem-
perature. Then, T res represents the relative temperature from Tamb. For the approximation of natural
logarithm, first-order Taylor expansion is utilized [100]. In the same manner, the entropy flow can be
approximated as
_Sres ' Cdv
Tamb
_T res
=
1
Tamb
qres: (2.36)
From (2.36), supposing that the variation of T res is small enough, the entropy flow _Sres is almost propor-
tional to heat flow qres. Moreover, CdvTamb can be comprehended as the equivalent C element in generalized
system. The assumption is thought to be valid for the haptic instruments, since the temperature range
of the application is relatively small (283 K  323 K or 10 C  50 C) among the general thermal
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+
+
_
_
Heat disturbance
observer
Fig. 2-8: Estimation of disturbance heat flow.
engineerings. Therefore, compensating for the disturbance entropy flow and heat flow is almost equiva-
lent. The block diagram of system in the case of thermoelectric device is shown in Fig. 2-8. In Fig. 2-8,
 denotes Peltier coefficient of thermoelectric material. The heat flow disturbance qdis is proportional
to entropy flow disturbance _Sdis, and compensation for the heat flow disturbance implicitly means the
compensation for the _Sdis. When device temperature change is large, this approximation loses its va-
lidity. Nevertheless, general thermal engineering often prefers the control of thermal energy rather than
that of entropy, and pseudo bond graph fits for the practical requirements. In experiments, this study also
employs the pseudo bond graph.
2.6 Generalized Control Conductance and Control Systems
2.6.1 Generalized Control Conductance
This study designs the control system based on the AVF controller. For constructing the concrete
system and dealing with various kinds of control tasks, considering the characteristics of the systems
plays an important role. In this dissertation, generalized control conductance is defined as
 =
@i
@e
; (2.37)
where the variable  represents the control conductance. Here, i and e mean the total through variables
flowing into the device and response of the across variable, respectively.
The generalized conductance corresponds to the control stiffness [35] in the field of motion control,
and it is capable of indicating the characteristics of generalized control systems. When the across variable
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of device is controlled perfectly, deviation of e is always zero even when the through variables flow into
the device from external environment. In this case, the conductance becomes infinite. On the other
hand, under the explanations in [35], the infinite deviation of e is allowed in the ideal control of through
variable except the case that the error of through variable is zero. Therefore, ideal control of through
variable is equivalent to realizing the system to have zero . The conductance becomes between zero
and infinite in the generalized impedance control systems, since the relation between across and through
variables are given as impedance commands [35].
Generally, the control systems are required to deal with various kinds of tasks. From the perspective of
the generalized control conductance, wide range of  should be covered in controlling the system. From
here, control systems of across and through variables with the use of AVF controller are introduced.
2.6.2 Control System of Across Variable
The AVF reference in across variable control is calculated as
_eref = Kpe(e
cmd   eres); (2.38)
where ecmd and Kpe denote command of across variable and proportional gain, respectively. From Fig.
2-7, following is achieved when AVF control is perfect
_eres = _eref = Kpe(e
cmd   eres): (2.39)
Based on (2.39), bond graph of control system can be described as shown in Fig. 2-9. The inversed gain
1=Kpe corresponds to dissipation element, and normalized capacitive element is connected. The part of
command generation (represented as “SA”) can be handled as the source which injects the power
Psa = e
cmd _eref = Kpee
cmd(ecmd   eres): (2.40)
In the case that Kpe is set at infinite, the Psa also becomes infinite. The injection continues until the
response reaches to the command, and injecting the infinite power realizes the instantaneous tracking;
however, it leads to generation of enormous inrush through variable 1  _eref , and the implementation
is actually impossible. The decrease of gain Kpe works to relieve the problem at the cost of tracking
performance. This is like introducing the current-limiting resistor in electrical circuit, and theKpe should
be determined considering the trade-off between the tracking performance and increase of reference
variable.
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1SA C: 1
R: 
Fig. 2-9: Bond graph of across variable control.
ST C:
Fig. 2-10: Bond graph of through variable control.
When the AVF control is perfect, disturbance through variable idis is totally canceled and it does not
appear in the control system. In this case the denominator of (2.37) becomes zero, and the system with
infinite control conductance is realized.
2.6.3 Control System of Through Variable
In through variable control, the AVF reference is given by
_eref =  Kpi(icmd + iext); (2.41)
where icmd andKpi denote the command and proportional gain for through variable control, respectively.
Assuming that AVF control is perfect, following holds
_eres = _eref =  Kpi(icmd + iext): (2.42)
The bond graph of the control system is shown in Fig. 2-10. The perfect AVF control realizes the
unification of capacitive element, and it is shown that the addition of the through variable controller
again varies the amount of the element. Note that the disturbance terms are suppressed even when (2.42)
is employed. Then the external through variable iext, which is one of the components of idis, flows into
the modified capacitive element. Here, icmd is an offset for this flow injection.
The infinite Kpi realizes the zero amount of the equivalent capacitance. When icmd + iext 6= 0, the
response of across variable eres becomes infinite in this case. Since the power injection can be calculated
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Mechanical system Thermal system
Fig. 2-11: Examples of multi-degree-of-freedom system.
as below, and the system keeps the injection of infinite power until the error of through variables reaches
to zero.
Pst =  eres(icmd + iext) (2.43)
On this point, the system with infinite Kpi realizes the zero value of control conductance. Of course,
the gain should have moderate value in actual implementation; however, the control conductance can be
reduced enough by setting theKpi at high value.
From the explanations above, it is able to say that the AVF control that realizes _eref = _eres with
the suppression of disturbance factors plays an important role for covering the wide range of control
conductances. The constructed systems become the fundamental unit for treating the various kinds of
control tasks, including the bilateral reproduction of power interaction.
2.7 Control of Multi-Degree-of-Freedom System
This dissertation only treats the one dimensional physical phenomena, and use of the single-degree-
of-freedom system is focused. In this section, the case of controlling multi-degree-of-freedom system
is briefly introduced. Fig. 2-11 shows the example of multi-degree-of-freedom system. Here, multiple
actuators and devices are utilized in the system, and these input dv1, dv2, qdv1 and qdv2 to the system.
By increasing the number of actuators and devices, the control of multiple axes becomes possible; for
example, in Fig. 2-11, lateral and vertical motions and thermal states can be controlled. In the control
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of robotic manipulator, Jacobian matrix that relates the angles of the motors and velocities of the end
effector is generally utilized. As well as this, the model of relationship between the input of thermal
device and thermal states of the end part of the system should be derived in the multi-degree-of-freedom
thermal system.
In controlling the multi-degree-of-freedom system, the inversed model can be utilized to calculate
the reference for each actuator or device, like the transformation of the reference in workspace into
that in motor space using inversed Jacobian matrix. For deriving the heat transfer model of thermal
system, analyses on the multi-dimensional distributed parameter system or use of the thermal network
method [101] should be considered. Though the modeling becomes complex, the AVF-based control
plays an important role also in the case of controlling multi-degree-of-freedom system, in a sense that
the accurate reproduction of the applied references is imperative for the performance enhancement of the
multi-degree-of-freedom control.
2.8 Experiments on Across Variable Control
From here, some experimental examples are shown. Firstly the control of across variable is exper-
imented in this section, and then the experiments on through variable control are conducted in next
section. The discussions so far were conducted in generalized way. On the other hand, mechanical and
thermal experiments are demonstrated as the concrete examples in the experiments.
2.8.1 Overview of Experiments (Across Variable Control)
In experiments, control law shown in (2.38) is used. Then, the gains were set at 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 for
mechanical system and at 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 for thermal system, respectively. When the AVF control is
perfect, the transfer function from command to response is derived from From (2.39) as
eres
ecmd
=
1
1
Kpe
s+ 1
: (2.44)
This is a general first order transfer function, and 1=Kpe corresponds to the time coefficient; when ecmd
is set to be constant, the response reaches to 63:2 % of the command at the time 1=Kpe s. Therefore, the
performance of the constructed system can be checked using the constant.
In mechanical system, the across variable and its flow in mechanical system correspond to velocity
and acceleration, respectively. On the other hand, those for thermal system can be handled as temperature
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Linear motor for
across variable control
Linear motor for
disturbance of through variable
Fig. 2-12: Experimental setup of across variable control (mechanical system).
Peltier deviceHeat sink
Thermal sensor
Fig. 2-13: Experimental setup of across variable control (thermal system).
and its varying rate. Therefore, it is able to say that the experiment for mechanical system is a velocity
control with acceleration controller, whereas that for thermal system internally controls changing rate
of temperature for temperature control. Experimental setups for mechanical and thermal systems are
shown in Figs. 2-12 and 2-13, respectively. The setup shown in Fig. 2-12 consists of two linear motors;
one is for across variable control and the other one is used to generate disturbance through variable.
In disturbance motor, constant current (0:01 A) is applied to generate external force (through variable
in mechanical system). In the experiments, linear motors provided by GMC hillstone corp. (model
number: S080T, rated force: 2:7 N, rated current: 0:84 A) are utilized. As for the velocity response that
corresponds to across variable, differentiation of position response obtained by encoder is conducted. In
thermal system, Peltier device that can facilitate the heat flow is employed as the thermal device. On
the device, thermal sensor that incorporates heat flow sensor and thermocouple is mounted. Then, the
information on temperature obtained by the sensor is used for feedback control. The Peltier device and
heat flow sensor used in the experiments are from Z-MAX corp. (model number: FPH 1-7104NC, max
current: 3:9 A, max cooling capacity: 18:7 W) and CAPTEC Enterprise (model number: HF-20, size:
20  20  0:4 mm, nominal sensitivity: 2:0 V=W=m2), respectively. Since the disturbance heat flow
is naturally generated by the temperature gradient at interior of the device, thermal device for generating
the disturbance is not used for the thermal control.
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Table 2.2: Parameter values for experiments (mechanical system).
Variables Value Unit
Nominal mass of motor,Mn 0.23 kg
Nominal torque coefficient,Ktn 3.33 N=A
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdis 1000.0 rad=s
Cut-off frequency of pseudo derivative, gpd 1000.0 rad=s
Table 2.3: Parameter values for experiments (thermal system).
Variables Value Unit
Nominal capacitance of device, Cdvn 2.0 J=K
Nominal Seebeck coefficient, sn 0.03 V=K
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdis 2.0 rad=s
Parameter values for each experiment are shown in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. The nominal mass
Mn and capacitance Cn correspond to generalized C element. Here, the generation of through variables
by the actuator and the device are described as
F ref = KtI
ref (2.45)
qref =  Iref =  s(Tamb + T res)Iref ; (2.46)
where s denotes Seebeck coefficient of thermoelectric device. The cut-off frequency for AVF control
is set as large as possible within the region that does not affect the stable operation.
2.8.2 Results of Experiments (Across Variable Control)
The results of across variable control are shown in Figs. 2-14 and 2-15, respectively. For each ex-
periment, command ecmd was set at  0:004 m=s and 1:0 K (relative value to ambient temperature),
respectively. Since the response performance of thermal device is slower than that of electrical motor,
Kpe and gdis are set lower in thermal control. However, within the bandwidth in which the AVF control
based on disturbance observer is effective, the time constant 1Kpe is well realized in both cases. In this
sense, it is able to say that the control of across variable based on robust AVF control is successfully
conducted.
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Fig. 2-14: Experimental results of across variable control (mechanical system).
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Fig. 2-15: Experimental results of across variable control (thermal system).
Figs. 2-16 and 2-17 are the cases without using disturbance observer. In mechanical case shown in
Fig. 2-16, Kpe was set at 200.0 since the linear motor did not move due to the disturbance force and
slight frictions; yet, the steady state error exists. Also in the case of thermal control in which the gain
was set atKpe = 0:5, the error occurs due to the disturbance heat flows. According to [63], the threshold
for warming of the skin of the thenar eminence is 0:2 C (when the changing rate of temperature is
2:1 C). Although the thermal sensation changes according to the conditions such as the changing rate
and initial value of temperature, ensuring the resolution of temperature control to be around at least
0:1 C is thought to be important for rendering fine thermal sensation. Comparing Figs. 2-15 and 2-17,
the temperature difference in steady state is around 0:5 C, and the proposed system is thought to be
effective for enhancing the rendering quality of thermal sensation.
As for the steady state error, those can be decreased or removed by increasing the controller gain or
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Fig. 2-16: Experimental results of across variable control (mechanical system and without disturbance
observer).
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Fig. 2-17: Experimental results of across variable control (thermal system and without disturbance ob-
server).
employing integral controller like PI and PID control, respectively. However, these types of systems basi-
cally cannot handle the suppressing the disturbance through variable and designing the transient tracking
performance independently; increase of gain or use of integral controller can induce the vibrational tran-
sient response for the sake of attenuating the disturbance. The system developed in this chapter can treat
the performances independently by the observer of disturbance through variable and controller gain. The
comparison between the proposed system and the system with PI controller is conducted in [103]. Since
the transient responses are also important for the thermal sensation, the proposed system is thought to
have superiority for the thermal rendering.
When the AVF control based on disturbance observer is employed, the systems can realize the tracking
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(mechanically fixed)
Linear motor for
through variable control
Fig. 2-18: Experimental setup of through variable control (mechanical system).
Fig. 2-19: Aluminum block used for through variable control of thermal system.
without steady state errors. Even though the gdis cannot be set at infinite in actual cases, the control with
 = 1 is achieved within the bandwidth of observer by compensating for the disturbance through
variables.
2.9 Experiments on Through Variable Control
2.9.1 Overview of Experiments (Through Variable Control)
In experiments on controlling through variables, (2.41) is utilized. In mechanical and thermal systems,
the controlled variables correspond to force and heat flow, respectively. Fig. 2-18 shows the setup for
force control; mechanically fixed aluminum block is prepared as the external environment. The thermal
control employed same setup shown in Fig. 2-13, and cubic aluminum block shown in Fig. 2-19 is put
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Fig. 2-21: Experimental results of through variable control (thermal system).
on the system so that the interactive heat flow is generated. As for the obtaining information on force and
heat flow, reaction force observer and heat inflow observer that modifies the output of heat flow sensor
are used [102]. Here, this dissertation assumes that the estimations are perfectly conducted.
The gain Kpi is set at 1:0 and 2:0 for mechanical and thermal experiments, respectively. Then, the
nominal capacitive elements (Mn and Cn) are changed 10% to generate the modeling errors relatively.
In the experiments, the robustness of the AVF control against the errors is tested.
2.9.2 Results of Experiments (Through Variable Control)
The experimental results of mechanical and thermal control are shown in Figs. 2-20 and 2-21, respec-
tively. In both cases, the control of through variable is conducted without steady state error. The notable
thing here is that the responses change little even when the nominal parameters are varied. This means
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that the AVF control based on disturbance observer has robustness against the errors of system modeling.
From the experiments on control of across and through variables, it is shown that the disturbance
observer-based AVF control enhances the robustness and realizes normalization of capacitive element.
This feature contributes for simplifying the total flow of control design. In this sense, the system becomes
strong candidate as a unit for bilateral control systems.
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2.10 Summary of Chapter 2
In this chapter, the robust control of AVF in generalized physical systems was explained. The con-
trol device mainly consists of actuation, input from environment and passive element parts. Then, the
operation of the device can be described in unified way by using the across and through variables. The
robust control systems were constructed using the observer of disturbance through variables, and the
power regarded as the disturbance was compensated by injecting the counter power based on the estima-
tion by the observer. Therefore, the adverse effects of disturbance that cause the undesirable response
are able to be suppressed. The perfect control of AVF corresponds to unifying the control device to
have single and normalized capacitive element, and this feature is quite beneficial for designing control
systems. In this chapter, control conductance was defined. Then, it was used for discussions on control
of across and through variables with the use of AVF controller. It was shown that the AVF controller
contributes for widening the range of the index values. The constructed systems will be used for the
bilateral reproduction of power interaction in next section.
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Bilateral Control Based on Across
Variable Flow for Reproduction of
Physical Power Interaction
3.1 Introduction
Utilizing the AVF controller introduced in previous chapter as a unit system, bilateral control system
is constructed in this chapter. Bilateral control system consists of master and slave systems, and the
power exchange by physical interaction is able to be reproduced at the distant place by realizing the
synchronization of both master and slave systems. By controlling the difference of across variables and
summation of through variables to be zero, the perfect synchronization is realized. The acceleration-
based 4ch bilateral control [44], which has already been established in the field of motion control, is the
strong candidate for the precise synchronization. One of the most important themes in this dissertation
is the expansion of the notion for generalized physical systems. On this point, AVF-based 4ch bilateral
control system is constructed. The contents in this chapter are mainly to investigate the validity of the
system, and analyses on the system are conducted from various viewpoints, with comparing the other
control schemes.
The contents in this chapter are as follows. In Section 3.2, the control objectives of the bilateral control
are reviewed. Next, several control systems are constructed in Section 3.3. Through Sections from
3.4 to 3.6, characteristics of the systems are analyzed from the perspective of generalized intermediate
impedance, bond graph and pole placements of control systems. The special case on controlling the
thermodynamic systems is explained in Section 3.7. Section 3.8 shows several kinds of experiments,
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Fig. 3-1: Schematic of bilateral control for reproduction of power interaction.
including mechanical and thermal bilateral control. Finally, this chapter is concluded in Section 3.9.
3.2 Reproduction of Generalized Power Interaction
First, the bilateral control for reproducing the power interaction is explained in this section. Fig. 3-1
shows the schematic illustration of the bilateral control. The system consists of master and slave haptic
systems, and there exist an operator at master side and remote object at slave side, respectively. The
physical interactions are actually done at each system locally. The purpose of developing the bilateral
control system is to render the direct contact between the operator and the object, by reproducing the
external environments (operator and remote object) of each side at the other side.
The concrete objectives of the control system are shown as
em   es = 0 (3.1)
iextm + i
ext
s = 0; (3.2)
where the subscriptsm and s denote master and slave system, and superscript ext means external value.
(3.1) and (3.2) mean that differential mode of across variables and common mode of external through
variables should be controlled. For example, in mechanical systems, the negative force should be re-
produced while maintaining the velocities of master and slave systems to be same. In the same manner,
temperature and entropy flow are controlled in thermal systems. When the above control objectives are
fulfilled, following holds
Pm = emi
ext
m =  esiexts =  Ps: (3.3)
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Table 3.1: Control objectives for each physical system.
Variables Mechanical system Electrical system Thermal system
Differential mode Velocity synch. Voltage synch. Temperature synch.
Common mode Action-reaction law Kirchhoff’s current law Thermal energy conservation
This means that the perfect synchronization of across variables and rendering of external through vari-
ables realize the perfect reproduction of power exchange between master and slave systems. Therefore,
the physical power injected by the operator is directly transmitted to remote object without any losses,
and vice versa.
The control objectives for each system are summarized in Table 3.1. In mechanical system, control
of differential mode means trajectory synchronization by velocity control. Then, action-reaction law
is artificially realized between remote systems. In thermal systems, temperature and entropy flow are
treated to realize thermal energy conservation artificially. Since the multiplication of across and through
variables in each system yields the common unit “power,” the (3.1) and (3.2) are valid in bilateral control
regardless of the kinds of physical systems.
3.3 Generalized Reproduction of Bilateral Power Flow
In this section, using the AVF control system as the unit, several types of bilateral control systems are
constructed.
3.3.1 AVF-based 4ch Control System
The block diagram of AVF-based 4ch control system is shown in Fig. 3-2. In Fig. 3-2, Ce and Cf are
controller for across and through variables, respectively. The system consists of master and slave sides,
and through variables (iextm and i
ext
s ) are applied from external environment. In this system, the through
variables play the main role for driving the whole system.
The control laws for master and slave systems are calculated as follows:
_erefm = Ce(es   em)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ) (3.4)
_erefs = Ce(em   es)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ): (3.5)
In (3.4) and (3.5), AVF references are calculated on the basis of information on current state of across
and through variables. For obtaining the information on iextm and i
ext
s , both sensors and observer-based
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Fig. 3-2: Block diagram of the AVF-based 4ch control system.
techniques can be utilized. As for the latter one, reaction force observer can be employed and it is
preferred from the viewpoint of bandwidth for estimation [36]. In thermal control, heat inflow observer
is proposed in the same manner. The control laws contain two parts: across variable controller and
through variable controller. These controllers work to fulfill the (3.1) and (3.2), and calculated AVF
reference is realized by the AVF controller locally. The system shown in Fig. 3-2 is represented in
unified manner; therefore, by setting the variables for corresponding ones of each physical system, the
bilateral control is able to be conducted. This point is one of the main themes in this dissertation.
3.3.2 Comparative Methods
As stated in Chapter 1, there have been various types of bilateral control proposed up to now. In this
chapter, three methods are compared with the AVF-based 4ch type: across variable-based type, through
variable-based type and reflection-based type.
The across variable-based type, which corresponds to the velocity-based (sometimes position-based
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type is employed) bilateral control. The control laws are shown as follows:
_erefm = Ce(es   em) (3.6)
_erefs = Ce(em   es): (3.7)
The control method only focuses on the synchronization of across variables, and it is realized by substi-
tuting Ci = 0 in (3.4) and (3.5).
On the other hand, the through variable-based type, which is the extended form of force-based bilateral
control in mechanical system, has the control laws shown below:
_erefm =  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ) (3.8)
_erefs =  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ): (3.9)
This type focuses on the reproduction of external through variables, whereas it neglects the synchroniza-
tion of across variables of master and slave systems.
The most famous type of bilateral control in mechanical system is force-reflecting scheme [11–16].
This can be generalized using across and through variables as
_erefm =  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ) (3.10)
_erefs = Ce(em   es): (3.11)
This control system aims to clarify the roles of control objectives; the master system works to reproduce
the through variable, and slave system tracks to the master’s across variable. In this sense, this type can
be thought to realize the best performance among the comparative systems.
3.4 Analyses Based on Generalized Intermediate Impedance
From this section, the characteristics of the control schemes are analyzed from the perspective of
generalized intermediate impedance, bond graph and pole placements. According to the analyses, the
AVF-based 4ch scheme turns out to have the best performance among the systems.
3.4.1 Hybrid Parameters of Control Systems
In Section 3.4, the systems are compared using the concept of intermediate impedance. As the pre-
liminaries of the comparison, hybrid parameters of respective control systems are derived. The hybrid
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parameters [20], whose idea is based on electrical 2-port circuit, are well known in the field of mechanical
bilateral control and the generalized form is defined as"
iextm
em
#
=
"
H11 H12
H21 H22
#"
es
 iexts
#
: (3.12)
The parameters relate the across and through variables of master and slave systems. Therefore, the
performance analyses on tracking and rendering can be conducted using the parameters.
Supposing that the information on the external through variable is same as the real value (^iext = iext),
each parameter of AVF-based 4ch bilateral control is calculated as
H11 =   s
2 + 2Ces
2CeCi +KCe + Cis
(3.13)
H12 =
2CeCi + Cis+Ks+KCe
2CeCi +KCe + Cis
(3.14)
H21 =
2CeCi + Cis+Ks+KCe
2CeCi +KCe + Cis
(3.15)
H22 =   2KCi +K
2
2CeCi +KCe + Cis
; (3.16)
and the parameters of reflection-based type are derived as
H11 =   s
2 + Ces
Ci(2Ce +K + s)
(3.17)
H12 =
CeCi +Ks
Ci(2Ce +K + s)
(3.18)
H21 =
CeCi + Cis+Ks+KCe
Ci(2Ce +K + s)
(3.19)
H22 =   KCi +K
2
Ci(2Ce +K + s)
; (3.20)
whereK shown below represents the imperfectness of disturbance compensation:
K =
s
s+ gdob
1
Cdv
: (3.21)
The parameters of across variable-based and through variable-based types can be derived by substituting
Ci = 0 and Ce = 0 to those of the 4ch type, respectively.
3.4.2 Symmetric Property and Hybrid Parameters
Supposing that the remote material at the slave system can be described by generalized impedance
Zenv and es =  Zenviexts holds in Laplace domain, following is derived
em
iextm
=
H21Zenv +H22
H11Zenv +H12
: (3.22)
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This represents the rendered impedance at the master side. When em=iextm = Zenv, the operator at master
side can feel the physical property of remote environment perfectly. In the same manner, supposing
em =  Zenviextm yields
es
iexts
=
H12Zenv +H22
H11Zenv +H21
: (3.23)
This transfer function means the rendered impedance when the operator manipulates slave system and
remote material is located at the master system. The across or through variable-based type, as well as
AVF-based 4ch type, has same control laws in master and slave systems. In this sense the systems can
be said to have “symmetric property,” thus (3.22) and (3.23) become same. Therefore, the system with
the property should fulfill following
H12 = H21: (3.24)
The inversed hybrid parameters are derived as"
iexts
es
#
=
1

"
H11 H21
H12 H22
#"
em
 iextm
#
; (3.25)
where
 = H12H21  H11H22: (3.26)
The matrix represents the transferring performance when the operator manipulates slave system. As
well as the discussions by (3.22) and (3.23), the system with symmetric property should yield same
parameters with those shown in (3.12). For this, following should be fulfilled in addition to (3.24).
 = 1 (3.27)
Summarizing the above, followings are necessary condition for symmetric bilateral control:
 The parameters H12 and H21 are identical.
 H12H21  H11H22 = 1 holds.
Observing the parameters of AVF-based 4ch type and reflection-based type, the former fulfills the
requirement of symmetric property while the latter does not. The difference is natural since the reflection-
type does not have the same control laws for master and slave systems: the across and through variables
are controlled at the operator and the remote side, respectively.
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intermediate impedance
Fig. 3-3: Generalized intermediate impedance in power transmission.
3.4.3 Generalized Intermediate Impedance
Using the properties above, the generalized intermediate impedance of the bilateral control is dis-
cussed. The bilateral control system can be comprehended as that the total system plays a role of in-
termediation between operator and remote environment; transferring the power from one system to the
other one. Based on this, the generalized intermediate impedance is defined as shown in Fig. 3-3. From
the perspective of the impedances, the bilateral control system can be said to have good performance
when the leakage and loss in power transmission are small.
The synthetic impedance for master side is derived as
em
iextm
=
(Z1 + Z2)Zenv + (Z1Z2 + Z1Z3 + Z2Z3)
Zenv + (Z2 + Z3)
(3.28)
=
H11(Z1 + Z2)Zenv +H11(Z1Z2 + Z1Z3 + Z2Z3)
H11Zenv +H11(Z2 + Z3)
: (3.29)
Comparing with (3.22), the relationship between impedances and hybrid parameters are derived as
H11(Z2 + Z3) = H12 (3.30)
H11(Z1 + Z2) = H21 (3.31)
H12H21
H11
 H11Z22 = H22: (3.32)
From the last relation, the impedance Z2 is derived as
Z2 =
1
H11
p
: (3.33)
This means that the impedance Z2 becomes the element that involves fractional calculus unless the root
of  is solved by the polynomial expression. For example, the reflection-based type with perfect AVF
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Table 3.2: Parameter values for plotting gain diagrams.
Variables Value
Ce 100.0500.0 (changed by 100.0)
Ci 1.05.0 (changed by 1.0)
Cdv 0.3
gdob 100.0 rad/s
control (K = 0) produces
Z2 =  Ci
s
r
Ce
s+ Ce
: (3.34)
Transfer function with fractional order can often be obtained in modeling the distributed parameter sys-
tems. As the total expression of rendered impedance, the transfer function can be described by polyno-
mial expression (like (3.12)). However, from the viewpoint of generalized intermediate impedance, there
exists the possibility that each element involves complex phenomena. It is difficult to determine the phe-
nomena actually degrade the stability performance; however, at least it is able to say that the asymmetric
bilateral control system can involve complex dynamics in intermediating the power transmission.
When the bilateral control system has symmetric property,
p
 = 1 and polynomial expression of Z2
can be obtained. In this case, the impedances are derived as
Z1 = Z3 =
H22
1 +H12
(3.35)
Z2 =
1
H11
: (3.36)
Note that Z1 = Z3 holds since the system is symmetric.
The ideal objective of bilateral control is to reproduce the power interaction between operator and re-
mote environment without any losses and leakages. From this perspective, the impedances should ideally
be Z1 = Z3 = 0 and Z2 = 1, respectively. Figs. 3-4, 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7 are analytical frequency re-
sponses of each control schemes. For plotting the diagrams, parameters shown in Table 3.2 are used. The
diagram of reflection-based type is omitted since the system has fractional order term and has difficulty
in plotting.
From Figs. 3-4 and 3-5, DC gain is observed in Z2 of across variable-based type. This means that the
system causes leakage of power transmission even when the bilateral control is in steady state. When the
hain Ce is increased, the characteristics of Z1 are improved; however, the Z2 changes little. It is thought
that the change of Ce cannot improve the Z2.
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Fig. 3-4: Impedances in the case of across variable-based bilateral control.
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Fig. 3-5: Impedances in the case of through variable-based bilateral control.
On the other hand, Z1 has DC gain in the case of through variable-based control. In this case, power
losses occur even when the system is in steady state. The change of Ci contributes for improvement of
Z2. However, the DC gain cannot be eliminated by the controller.
Figs. 3-6 and 3-7 show the gain diagrams of the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control. In this system, the
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Fig. 3-6: Impedances in the case of AVF-based bilateral control (Ce is changed).
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Fig. 3-7: Impedances in the case of AVF-based bilateral control (Ci is changed).
DC components of Z1 and Z2 are 1 dB and1 dB, respectively. Therefore, the system can transfer the
power perfectly at least in the steady state. Moreover, the characteristics of Z1 and Z2 can be improved
by increasing the gains Ce and Ci, respectively. Compared with across and through variable-based type,
the AVF-based 4ch control can realize the better performance.
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3.5 Analyses Based on Bond Graphs
The discussions so far indicate the necessity of both controllers of across and through variables. On
this point, not only the AVF-based 4ch type but also the reflection-based type is effective for rendering
the remote environment. Since the evaluation using the generalized intermediate impedances is difficult
for the reflection-based type, the analyses using bond graph are conducted in this section.
3.5.1 Lyapunov-based Analyses Using Bond Graph
The arrows in bond graph represent the power flow in the system. Therefore the Lyapnov-based
analyses, that consider the dissipation of energy, can easily be conducted by using the graph. In [90],
Lyapunov function V is established as
V = k1E1 + k2E2    knEn; (3.37)
where k and E denote constant and energy stored in element, respectively. n is a total number of storage
(C and I) elements, and (3.37) represents the summation of stored energies. Lyapunov-based stability
analyses focuses on the definiteness of _V ; when it is negative definite, asymptotic stability of total system
is ensured. The derivative of the Lyapunov function yields
_V =
@V
@E1
dE1
dt
+
@V
@E2
dE2
dt
+   + @V
@En
dEn
dt
=
nX
i=1
kiPi; (3.38)
where Pi denotes power flowing into each element. Therefore, the Lyapunov stability can be analyzed by
checking whether the summation of power flows becomes negative definite or not. In [90], the external
inputs (power sources in bond graph) which don’t correspond with control variables are omitted, and
internal stability is analyzed by checking the definiteness of (3.38).
3.5.2 Bond Graph of AVF-based 4ch Bilateral Control
The bond graph of AVF-based 4ch bilateral control is shown in Fig. 3-8. Here, AVF control is assumed
to be perfect and relationship between iexts and es is defined as follows
iexts = Kenv
1
s
es +Denves: (3.39)
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Fig. 3-9: Approximated bond graph for stability analysis of AVF-based 4ch control.
In the graph, there exist several parts: power injection from operator and external remote environment,
master and slave systems. The controller of through variables plays the role of power injections. By the
injections, the master and slave systems will have same amount of physical power and changes those
across variable in the same way. However in actual, the imperfectness of the control leads to the error of
power storing. The controller of across variable is used for balancing the power difference; the path for
power transmission is prepared. By the simultaneous use of controllers of across and through variables,
the power synchronization of master and slave systems are maintained.
The R element in across variable control is described as Ci=Ce. Therefore, when the gain is increased,
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the element approaches to zero and the power flow can be neglected. As a result, em = es is realized
and the bond graph can be approximated. With omitting the external power source for checking the
internal stability [90], the bond graph can be approximated to be the one shown in Fig. 3-9. In the graph,
Lyapunov function is defined as follows
V = EC1 +EC2 + EI1 +EI2; (3.40)
where the subscripts of E denote each storing element. The derivative of (3.40) becomes
_V = PC1 + PC2 + PI1 + PI2
= emi
ref
m + esi
ref
s + emikm + esiks
=  2esiexts + emikm + esiks
=  emidm   esids
=  Denv(i2dm + i2ds)  0: (3.41)
Since the semi-definiteness of _V is proved, the asymptotic stability is ensured.
3.5.3 Bond Graph of Reflection-based Bilateral Control
The bond graph of reflection-based bilateral control is shown in Fig. 3-10. The difference between
the graph of the system and that of the AVF-based 4ch control is power sources of across variables
(represented as SA). When the across variable controllers are implemented at both master and slave
systems, it is able to be comprehended as the path for power balancing in bond graph. On the other hand,
reflection-based type has across variable controller only at the slave side; equivalently, source of across
variable injects the power so that the stored energy becomes same as that of master side. Moreover, the
through variable controller at the slave side is eliminated, and this causes the rejection of power flowing
from remote environment at the slave system.
The approximated bond graph for stability analyses is shown in Fig. 3-11. Different from the case of
AVF-based 4ch control system, the power sources stay remained since these are not external inputs. In
this case, the Lyapunov function is defined as
V = EC1 +EC2 + EI1 +EI2; (3.42)
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Fig. 3-11: Approximated bond graph for stability analysis of reflection-based control.
and its derivative becomes
_V = PC1 + PC2 + PI1 + PI2
= emi
ref
m + esi
ref
s + emikm + esiks
= emi
ext
s + esi
ref
s + emikm + esi
ext
s   esids
=  emidm + esirefs + esiexts   esids
=  Denv(i2dm + i2ds) + esirefs + esiexts : (3.43)
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Table 3.3: Parameter values for plotting pole movements.
Variables Value
Ce 100.0
Ci 1.0
Cdv 0.3
gdob 1000.0 rad/s
Kenv 2000.020000.0 (changed at 2000.0)
Denv 100.0
In reflection-based bilateral control, the definiteness of the _V cannot be confirmed. Therefore, the asymp-
totic stability is not ensured; the system may be unstable when the terms esi
ref
s + esi
ext
s are large and
_V > 0 occurs.
From the viewpoint of Lyapunov stability, it is able to say that the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control has
advantage over the reflection-based type.
3.6 Analyses Based on Pole Placements
Another approach for checking the stability is to analyze the pole placements of the system. (3.22)
represents the transfer function of rendered impedance. Poles are the roots of denominator polynomial,
and the transfer function is stable when all poles have negative real parts. Therefore, the stability can be
checked whether the poles are located at the left half side of complex plane or not.
Fig. 3-12 shows the pole movements with different environmental impedances. For plotting the graph,
parameter values shown in Table 3.3 are used. Then, environmental impedances are set to be same as
(3.39). As the value of impedance Kenv gets higher, the imaginary part of poles is increased. However,
the real part of the poles keeps to be negative. From Fig. 3-12, it is able to say that the system keeps its
stability against various values of impedances.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3-13, the reflection-based bilateral control becomes unstable as
the impedance is increased. For the lower impedance, the system can stably work to render the remote
environment; the operation of the system will be limited. As well as the Lyapunov-based analyses,
the AVF-based bilateral control is thought to have more stability than reflection-based scheme from the
viewpoint of pole movements.
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Fig. 3-12: Pole movements of AVF-based 4ch control system.
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Fig. 3-13: Pole movements of reflection-based control system.
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Master sidet  i Slave sidel  i
Fig. 3-14: Entropy flow in thermal bilateral control.
3.7 Common-Mode Control of Entropy Flows
In the case of controlling thermodynamic systems, the treatment of thermal systems that involves the
generation of entropy should be discussed, as well as the robust control of across-variable flow. Fig. 3-14
shows the entropy flow in thermal bilateral control. From the analogies introduced in previous chapter,
the control of external through variables corresponds to the control of entropy flows in thermal systems
as
iextm + i
ext
s = _S
ext
m + _S
ext
s : (3.44)
In thermal bilateral control, each flow can be calculated from heat flow divided by device temperature as
_Sm =
qextm
Tamb + Tm
(3.45)
_Ss =
qexts
Tamb + Ts
: (3.46)
Then the summation of the entropy flows becomes
_Sm + _Ss =
qextm
Tamb + Tm
+
qexts
Tamb + Ts
' 1
Tamb + Tm
(qextm + q
ext
s ): (3.47)
Therefore, the common-mode control of the entropy flows becomes equal to that of heat flows when
the control of differential mode is conducted well. Under the assumption, the summation of entropy
flows become zero when that of heat flows are controlled to be zero. There can be a possibility that the
equivalence is lost when scaling bilateral control that transmits magnified or minimized power interaction
is conducted. Since the gain is set at 1.0 in the experiments (no scaling), this research utilizes heat flow
as alternative of entropy flow.
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Force input motorMaster motor
Slave motor
Fig. 3-15: Experimental setup of bilateral control (mechanical system).
Master thermal system Slave thermal system
Fig. 3-16: Experimental setup of bilateral control (thermal system).
Aluminum plate (for slave system)
Copper plate with thermocouple (for master system)
Fig. 3-17: External environments used for thermal bilateral control.
3.8 Experiments of Bilateral Control
In order to check the analyses on bilateral control systems, experimental results are shown in this
section.
3.8.1 Overview of Experiments (Bilateral Control)
In the experiments, the across variable-based, through variable-based and AVF-based 4ch control
systems are firstly compared. Experimental setups for mechanical and thermal control are shown in Figs.
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Table 3.4: Parameter values for bilateral control (mechanical system).
Variables Value Unit
Gain for across-variable control, Ce 10.0, 50.0, 100.0 -
Gain for through-variable control, Ci 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 -
Nominal mass of motor,Mn 0.23 kg
Nominal torque coefficient,Ktn 3.33 N=A
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdis 1000.0 rad=s
Cut-off frequency of pseudo derivative, gpd 1000.0 rad=s
Table 3.5: Parameter values for bilateral control (thermal system).
Variables Value Unit
Gain for across-variable control, Ce 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 -
Gain for through-variable control, Ci 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 -
Nominal capacitance of device, Cdvn 2.0 J=K
Nominal Seebeck coefficient, sn 0.03 V=K
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdis 2.0 rad=s
3-15 and 3-16, respectively. Each setup contains master and slave systems in which AVF control based
on disturbance observer is implemented. In Fig. 3-15, force input motor is attached to master motor
in order to apply the external through variable. The motor is driven by constant electrical current, and
the amount of the current is set at 0:1 A. Then, sponge material is utilized as the remote environment
for slave system. For the thermal system, external environments shown in Fig. 3-17 are utilized. The
copper plate is cooled down beforehand to generate the external through variable, and a thermocouple is
attached on the plate.
Next, the generalized intermediate impedances are measured. In the experiments, bilateral control
with different values of Ce and Ci are conducted, then the impedances are plotted based on the response
values. Based on Fig. 3-3, Z1 and Z2 are calculated using responses processed by Fourier transformation
and following equations
Z1(j!) =
(em   es)(j!)
(iextm + i
ext
s )(j!)
(3.48)
Z2(j!) =
es(j!)
iextm (j!)

iexts =0
: (3.49)
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Fig. 3-18: Experimental results of across variable-based bilateral control (mechanical system). (a) Ve-
locity responses. (b) Force responses.
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Fig. 3-19: Experimental results of through variable-based bilateral control (mechanical system). (a)
Velocity responses. (b) Force responses.
Lastly, comparison with reflection-based bilateral control is conducted. The parameter values for the
mechanical and thermal experiments are shown in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. In the experiments,
aluminum block and cooled aluminum plate are used as external environment. Then, in the first and last
experiments, Ce and Ci for mechanical and thermal control are fixed to (Ce; Ci) = (100:0; 3:0) and
(Ce; Ci) = (0:3; 3:0), respectively.
3.8.2 Results of Experiments (Bilateral Control)
Firstly, bilateral control of mechanical system is explained. Figs. 3-18, 3-19 and 3-20 show the
results of across variable-based type, through variable-based type and AVF-based 4ch type, respectively.
In the across variable-based control, master and slave motors move little even though the input motor
applies force. This is thought to be caused by the compensation for external through variable (force)
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Fig. 3-20: Experimental results of AVF-based 4ch bilateral control (mechanical system). (a) Velocity
responses. (b) Force responses.
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Fig. 3-21: Comparison of velocity and force responses. (a) Velocity responses. (b) Force responses.
by disturbance observer. The results indicate the necessity of including through variables in calculating
AVF reference. In the through variable-based control, master and slave motors move and external through
variable is generated at the slave side, as shown in Fig. 3-19. However, there exists the error of across
variables (velocity). This can lead to the loss of power transmission from master system to slave system.
The results shown in Fig. 3-20 indicate that the AVF-based control can realize both the synchronization
of across variables and reproduction of through variables.
Fig. 3-21 shows the comparison of bilateral control systems. Here, “direct contact” represents the
responses when the input motor directly contacted with environment without the bilateral control. There-
fore, ideal bilateral control system should yield same results as the responses. From Fig. 3-21(a), through
variable-base type and AVF-based 4ch type realize better responses than across variable-based type. On
the other hand, the difference of these two control systems can be observed in the force responses shown
in Fig. 3-21(b). From these results, it is able to say that the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control can realize
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Fig. 3-22: Experimental results of across variable-based bilateral control (thermal system). (a) Temper-
ature responses. (b) Heat flow responses.
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Fig. 3-23: Experimental results of through variable-based bilateral control (thermal system). (a) Tem-
perature responses. (b) Heat flow responses.
the best performance among the systems.
Next, the results of thermal control are explained. The responses of each control system are shown
in Fig. 3-22, 3-22 and 3-24, respectively. The tendencies of the results are same as those of mechanical
control system, and changes in temperature are small in the case of across variable-based type, as shown
in Fig. 3-22. Then, the error in across-variables exist in the through variable-based type as shown in Fig.
3-23. Though the bandwidth of the device itself is narrow and transient errors appear, the AVF-based
4ch bilateral control system whose results are shown in Fig. 3-24 can realize the control of both across
and through variables.
Fig. 3-25 shows the temperature responses measured by the thermocouple attached to the external
copper plate. The response of “direct contact” represents the temperature trajectory produced by the
direct contact of the copper plate with aluminum plate. Among the control systems, the AVF-based 4ch
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Fig. 3-24: Experimental results of AVF-based 4ch bilateral control (thermal system). (a) Temperature
responses. (b) Heat flow responses.
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Fig. 3-25: Comparison of temperature responses.
control system yields the closest temperature response. The results so far indicate the effectiveness of
AVF-based bilateral control system on reproduction of not only mechanical power interaction but also
on the thermal power interaction.
3.8.3 Results of Experiments (Generalized Intermediate Impedances)
Next, the control systems are evaluated from the perspective of generalized intermediate impedances.
For the measurement of the impedances, (3.48) and (3.49) are employed. Then, the gains of Ce and Ci
in each control system are changed as shown in Tables 3.4 and 3.5.
The results of mechanical bilateral control are shown in Figs. 3-26, 3-27, 3-28 and 3-29, respectively.
The results shown in Fig. 3-26 are the case of across variable-based control. The control system realizes
better characteristics of Z1 among the comparative systems, whereas those of Z2 are inferior. Even when
the gain of Ce is varied, the change of performance looks little. The small Z2 induces the leakage in
power transmission. On the other hand, through variable-based control realizes better Z2 whereas the
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Fig. 3-26: Intermediate impedance of across variable-based bilateral control (mechanical case).
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Fig. 3-27: Intermediate impedance of through variable-based bilateral control (mechanical case).
impedance Z1 is degraded. The deterioration cannot be recovered by the variation of Ci, and the results
indicate the necessity of across variable controller.
Different from these control systems, the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control realizes performance en-
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Fig. 3-28: Intermediate impedance of AVF-based bilateral control (mechanical case, Ce is changed).
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Fig. 3-29: Intermediate impedance of AVF-based bilateral control (mechanical case, Ci is changed).
hancement of Z1 and Z2. The characteristics of the impedances are able to be enhanced respectively by
changing Ce and Ci, as shown in Figs. 3-28 and 3-29.
Also in the case of thermal control, similar tendencies are observed. The results of measurement are
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Fig. 3-30: Intermediate impedance of across variable-based bilateral control (thermal case).
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Fig. 3-31: Intermediate impedance of through variable-based bilateral control (thermal case).
shown in Figs. 3-30, 3-31, 3-32 and 3-33. As shown in Figs. 3-30 and 3-32, the across variable controller
works to enhance the performance of impedance Z1. Then, Figs. 3-31 and 3-33 indicate that the through
variable controller contributes for improving the characteristics of Z2.
In Figs. 3-31 and 3-33, the increase in Ci induces the deterioration of Z1. This is thought to be caused
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Fig. 3-32: Intermediate impedance of AVF-based bilateral control (thermal case, Ce is changed).
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Fig. 3-33: Intermediate impedance of AVF-based bilateral control (thermal case, Ci is changed).
by the narrow bandwidth of thermal device, and some interference exist in control of across and through
variables. Still, the increase of Ce does not change the performance of Z2; therefore, the control system
has two degrees of freedom in designing the performance, and it is able to realize the reproduction of
power interaction with less losses and leakages.
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Fig. 3-34: Experimental results of AVF-based bilateral control (mechanical system, contact with alu-
minum block). (a) Velocity responses. (b) Force responses.
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Fig. 3-35: Experimental results of reflection-based bilateral control (mechanical system, contact with
aluminum block). (a) Velocity responses. (b) Force responses.
3.8.4 Results of Experiments (Comparison with Reflection-based Control)
Finally, the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control and reflection-based bilateral control, which include both
controllers of across and through variables, are compared. For controlling mechanical system, aluminum
block that has rigid impedance is prepared, while a cooled aluminum block contacts in the experiments
of thermal control. Figs. 3-34 and 3-35 are the experimental results of mechanical power transmission.
In the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control, the system can stably contact with the aluminum block as shown
in Fig. 3-34. On the other hand, vibrations exist in the results of reflection-based control as shown in
Fig. 3-35. The phenomenon is called as hunting, and the responses reflect the results of analyses on the
stability described in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
The case of thermal control is shown in Figs. 3-36 and 3-37. Comparing the responses, both control
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Fig. 3-36: Experimental results of AVF-based bilateral control (thermal system, contact with cooled
aluminum block). (a) Temperature responses. (b) Heat flow responses.
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Fig. 3-37: Experimental results of reflection-based bilateral control (thermal system, contact with cooled
aluminum block). (a) Temperature responses. (b) Heat flow responses.
systems realize stable contact with cooled aluminum plate, though the swing back is slightly observed
in Fig. 3-37. The stable contact of reflection-based control is thought to be enabled by the narrow
bandwidth of the device; the device itself works as damping for high-frequency signals, and it ended up
the stabilization of control system. As the response characteristics of thermal devices are improved, the
difference between the control systems is thought to be clearer.
As shown in the experimental results, the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control is effective not only for
the bilateral reproduction of power transmission but also for the stable interaction with external environ-
ments. The tendencies of analyses and experimental results correspond and also this point support the
validity of the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control system.
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3.9 Summary of Chapter 3
In this chapter, AVF-based 4ch bilateral control systemwas constructed. The expansion of acceleration-
based 4ch bilateral control into unified framework is one of the main themes in this dissertation, and it
was shown that the AVF-based 4ch control system is effective scheme for realizing the remote trans-
mission of generalized power flow. The characteristics of the system were analyzed using generalized
intermediate impedances, bond graph and pole placements. In analyses, comparison with the other con-
trol schemes was also conducted. According to the analyses, it was shown that the AVF-based 4ch type
performs the best rendering of remote environment. In addition to that, the treatment that should be cared
for use of thermodynamic system as the unit was explained. The analyses were checked by experiments
of mechanical and thermal bilateral control. This chapter assumed that the information were communi-
cated without any delays and local AVF control was perfect. From next chapters, the specific cases with
those problems are considered.
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Chapter 4
Performance Enhancement of Bilateral
Control under Communication Delay
4.1 Introduction
The AVF-based 4ch bilateral control is a strong candidate for rendering remote environment mutually
between master and slave systems. However, in practical situations, there exist some factors that disturb
the operation of the system. One of the problems is time delay element in the control system. Com-
munication of information between master and slave systems is essential for the realization of remote
rendering. When the communication is conducted without delays, the control system can achieve the
utmost performance. However, if it is not the case, the rendering of power interaction becomes inferior;
in the worst case, the system can become unstable. Therefore, some compensation methods should be
considered for expanding the applicability of the bilateral control system.
In this chapter, compensation filter for enhancing the performance of bilateral control under time delay
is proposed [96]. The bilateral control with phase-lag compensation is employed as the base system, and
hybrid parameters of the system are analyzed. The validity of the use of phase-lag compensator is
checked by simulations. The filter is designed for through variable control, on the basis of the analyzed
results. Then, the operation of the filter is changed according to the state of the system. One of the
advantage of the proposed system is that it maintains the symmetric property; the master can be slave
and vice versa. In this research, two kinds of experiments are conducted; one is the determination of
the operation of proposed system, and the other is the comparison of methods by the measurement of
hybrid parameters. In the comparative method, the communication disturbance observer-based scheme
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[57] which is the famous method of delay compensation is included. By the experiments, the validity of
the proposed system is confirmed.
The contents in this chapter are as follows. In Section 4.2, the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control under
time delay is briefly explained. Then, as a preliminary of the proposal, bilateral control with phase-lag
compensation is described in Section 4.3. Using the system with the phase-lag compensator as the basis,
the compensator for through variable control is proposed in Section 4.4. Here, the adaptive algorithm
for haptic communication is also explained. The used of phase-lag compensator is tested by simulations
in Section 4.5. Then, the validity of the proposal is tested by the experiments in Section 4.6. The last
section states conclusive remarks.
4.2 Bilateral Control under Time Delay
When the communication delays between master and slave systems exist, the control laws of AVF-
based 4ch bilateral control become as follows:
_erefm = Ce(e
 Tses   em)  Ci(^iextm + e Tsi^exts ) (4.1)
_erefs = Ce(e
 Tsem   es)  Ci(e Tsi^extm + i^exts ); (4.2)
where e Ts denotes the delay element and T represents the amount of delay. The bond graph of the
control system is shown in Fig. 4-1. Here, the subscript d denotes the delayed information; for example,
fd(t) = f(t   T ). Different from Fig. 3-8, there are the sources of across variables which inject
power according to the delayed information in the graph. As well as the discussions of Lyapunov-based
analyses on reflection-based control system, the internal power sources can adversely effect the stability.
For example, the summation of PA and PB in Fig. 4-1 becomes
PA + PB =
Ce
Cf
es(emd   es) + Ce
Cf
em(esd   em)
Ce
Cf
emd(emd   es) + Ce
Cf
esd(esd   em)  Ce
Cf
(emd   es)2   Ce
Cf
(esd   em)2: (4.3)
The first and second terms in (4.3) effect for losing the semi-definiteness of Lyapunov function, thus the
communication delays degrade the stability of the bilateral control system. Also, the performance of
power transmission is deteriorated since the controllers for balancing powers inject different power for
master and slave systems. The motivation of the study in this section is to recover the performance of the
system.
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Fig. 4-1: AVF-based 4ch bilateral control under time delay.
4.3 Phase-lag Compensation and Stability
As a preliminary for the proposed method, compensation for gaining stability is considered here. The
compensation can be conducted by implementing the certain filters and processing the signals. There
are mainly two types of compensation filters: phase-lead and phase-lag types. The characteristics of the
filters are as follows:
 Phase-lead type: increases the amplitude of signals, for the sake of recovering lag of signals
 Phase-lag type: induces another lag of signals, for the sake of decreasing the amplitude of signals
Among these two types, this study chooses the latter one; phase-lag compensation filter.
4.3.1 Analyses on Use of Phase-lag Compensator Based on Bond Graph
The bond graph with phase-lag compensation is shown in Fig. 4-2. Here, subscript ’ denotes processed
value. In the graph, compensation filters are implemented as the former blocks of balancing controller.
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Fig. 4-2: Bilateral control with phase-lag compensator under time delay.
As the example of the filter there is a low-pass filter, and this can be constructed using R and C elements
as shown in Fig. 4-2. In general, when input is given by u = sin(!t), the output of low-pass filter y
becomes
y = Gsin(!t+ ); (4.4)
where
G =
1p
1 + !2R2C2
(4.5)
 =  tan(!RC): (4.6)
Here, R and C denote the amount of R and C elements. For this system, the power-based analyses are
conducted. In the same manner with the previous section, following power is focused
PC + PD =
Ce
Cf
e0mes  
Ce
Cf
e2s +
1
R
eme
0
m  
1
R
e02m: (4.7)
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Comparing this with the original power summation Cf=Ceemes   Cf=Cee2s, the Lyapunov stability is
enhanced when following holds
Ce
Cf
e0mes +
1
R
eme
0
m  
1
R
e0m
2
<
Ce
Cf
emes: (4.8)
It is able to say that the terms in (4.7) are the factors which may lose the semi-definiteness of Lyapunov
function. Therefore, if (4.8) holds, the influence of terms which are definite negative on the Lyapunov
function becomes larger. Here, assuming em ' es = sin(!t) and e0m ' Gsin(!t+ !T ), left side of
(4.8) becomes
Ce
Cf
e0mes +
1
R
eme
0
m  
1
R
e0m
2
=
Ce
Cf
G

1 +
Cf
CeR

sin(!t)sin(!t+   !T )  1
R
G2sin2(!t+   !T )
= sin(!t+   !T )

Ce
Cf
G

1 +
Cf
CeR

sin(!t)  1
R
G2sin(!t+   !T )

= sin(!t+   !T )sin(!t+ ) s
C2e
C2f
G2

CeR+ Cf
CeR
2
+
G4
R2
+ 2
CeR+ Cf
CeR2
G3cos(     !T ); (4.9)
where
 = arctan
0@ G2R sin(     !T )
Ce
Cf
G(
CeR+Cf
CeR
) + G
2
R sin(     !T )
1A : (4.10)
Therefore, following holds as for the absolute valueCeCf e0mes + 1Reme0m   1Re0m2
 s
C2e
C2f
G2

CeR+ Cf
CeR
2
+
G4
R2
+ 2
CeR+ Cf
CeR2
G3 = A: (4.11)
On the other hand, the absolute value of right hand side of (4.8) is limited asCeCf emes
  CeCf : (4.12)
Considering the order of G and R in (4.11), the value of A can be adjusted to be smaller than Ce=Cf .
Therefore, (4.8) is able to be realized and stability is enhanced by the phase-lag compensator.
When the phase-lead compensator is employed,G in (4.5) is more than 1:0 for all frequencies. There-
fore, the absolute value of power summation can get larger and it adversely effects on the stability.
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Fig. 4-3: Block diagram of differential modal space under time delay.
4.3.2 Analyses on Phase-lag Compensator Based on Differential Modal Space
The AVF references using the compensator are described as
_erefm = Ce(Ccpee
 Tses   em)  Ci(^iextm + e Tsi^exts ) (4.13)
_erefs = Ce(Ccpee
 Tsem   es)  Ci(e Tsi^extm + i^exts ): (4.14)
Here, Ccpe denotes the compensator whose transfer function is given by
Ccpe =
cmps+ gcmp
s+ gcmp
; (4.15)
where cmp and gcmp denote compensation gain and cut-off frequency, respectively. When cmp > 1:0,
the compensator becomes phase-lead type. On the other hand, cmp < 1:0 makes the compensator
phase-lag type. The compensator shown in (4.15) can be comprehended as a band-limited low-pass
filter.
By subtracting (4.14) from (4.13), following is derived
s(em   es) =  Ce(1 + Ccpee Ts)(em   es)  Ci(1  e Ts)(iextm   iexts ): (4.16)
This is the dynamics of differential modal space of bilateral control system. The block diagram of (4.16)
is represented as Fig. 4-3. When there exists no communication delay, the modal disturbance iextm   iexts
is totally erased; however, if it is not the case, the performance is degraded. From Fig. 4-3, it turns
out that the Ce(1 + Ccpee Ts)=s becomes the loop transfer function of the modal space and stability of
the control is affected by the element. Then, it is also shown that the stability can be adjusted by the
compensator Ccpe. The part 1+Ccpee Ts can be approximated by using first-order Pade approximation
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as
1 + e TsCcpe ' 1 +
1  T2 s
1 + T2 s
cmps+ gcmp
s+ gcmp
=
T
2 (1  cmp)s2 + (1 + cmp)s+ 2gcmp
T
2 s
2 + (1 + T2 gcmp)s+ gcmp
: (4.17)
By the Pade approximation, the part is described as second-order transfer function. As shown in (4.17),
the zeros of the transfer function can be changed by the value cmp. By using quadratic formula, the
zeros are derived as
s =
 (1 + cmp)
p
(1 + cmp)2   4gcmpT (1  cmp)
T (1  cmp)
=
 a b
c
: (4.18)
When cmp > 1:0 (phase-lead compensation), the transfer function will have unstable zero since a > 0,
b > a and c < 0. Therefore, it is thought that using the phase-lead compensator may adversely effect
on the control system. On the other hand, the transfer function will have stable zeros when 0 <  < 1
(phase-lag compensator).
The bode diagram of the part 1+Ccpee Ts is shown in Fig. 4-4. In plotting the diagram, gcmp is set as
10:0 rad=s, and cmp is changed from 0:4 with the step of 0:4. As shown in the diagram, the increase in
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cmp causes phase lag and increase of gain. This is thought to be induced by the appearance of unstable
zero. From the results, it is able to say that the use of phase-lag compensator is better for the case of
bilateral control. In this dissertation, (4.13) and (4.14) with phase-lag compensator are employed as the
basis for bilateral control under time delay.
4.4 Design of Through Variable Compensator
Utilizing (4.13) and (4.14) as the basis of control laws, compensator for through variable controller
is designed as the proposal for recovering the performance of the bilateral control. Letting Ccpi the
compensator for through variable, novel control laws are given as follows
_erefm = Ce(Ccpee
 Tses   em)  Ci(Ccpii^extm + e Tsi^exts ) (4.19)
_erefs = Ce(Ccpee
 Tsem   es)  Ci(e Tsi^extm + Ccpii^exts ): (4.20)
The aim of the control laws is to adjust the performance characteristics of bilateral control using Ccpi,
while maintaining the stability by the compensator Ccpe.
The design is conducted on the basis of hybrid parameters. Assuming that the AVF control is perfect
( _eref = _eres), and following the definition shown in (3.12), hybrid parameters of the system with (4.19)
and (4.20) are derived as
H11 =
 s2 + 2sCe + (1  e 2TsC2cpe)C2e
e TsCifs+ (1 + CcpeCcpi)Ceg (4.21)
H12 =
sCiCcpi + (Ccpi + e
 2TsCcpe)CeCi
e TsCifs+ (1 + CcpeCcpi)Ceg (4.22)
H21 = H12 (4.23)
H22 =
 (C2cpi   e 2Ts)C2i
e TsCifs+ (1 + CcpeCcpi)Ceg : (4.24)
Note that H12 = H21 since the bilateral control system keeps its symmetric property.
4.4.1 Through Variable Compensator for Sub-optimal Tracking
For designing the compensator Ccpi, the modification of control objectives is considered. Under the
communication delay, followings are set as the sub-optimal objectives
e Tsem   es = 0 (4.25)
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Fig. 4-5: Gain diagram of Ccpi (the case of Ce = 30:0, T = 0:1, Ccpe = (0:5s+ 10:0)=(s+ 10:0)).
e Tsiextm + i
ext
s = 0: (4.26)
In the form of hybrid parameters, these are rewritten as"
iextm
em
#
=
"
0 eTs
eTs 0
#"
es
 iexts
#
: (4.27)
The compensator Ccpi should realize the hybrid parameters to be the closest to the ideal ones shown in
(4.27). Among the parameters, more important parts are thought to be H12 and H21, since these express
the tracking performance of across and through variables. Therefore, Ccpi is designed to enhance the
performance characteristics of these parameters. Comparing (4.24) with (4.27), the compensator can be
derived by a back-calculation as
Ccpi =
s+ Ce   e 2TsCcpeCe
s+ Ce   CcpeCe : (4.28)
By using the compensator, the H12 and H21 will have the sub-optimal characteristics, and performance
of bilateral control is recovered.
4.4.2 Modification of Through Variable Compensator
One of the problems in direct use of the compensator is the degradation of H22. Fig. 4-5 shows the
gain diagram of (4.28), and the DC gain of the diagram has deviation from 0 dB. In this case, the DC
gain of the parameter H22 does not become  1 dB since the part in the parameter (C2cpi   e 2Ts) has
certain gain in DC component. Fig. 4-6 shows the gain diagram of H22 when the Ccpi is set as (4.28).
As stated above, the parameter has certain steady state gain. Since em = H21es H22iexts , the parameter
H22 is related to the interference term for synchronization control of across variables. When H22 has
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DC gain, the interference remains even when the system is in steady state, inducing the steady state error
of across variables. Recollecting the following generalized intermediate impedance, the losses occur in
steady state of power transmission when H22 does not have  1 dB gain in DC component
Z1 =
H22
1 +H12
: (4.29)
Therefore, although the compensator Ccpi makes the characteristicsH12 = H21 sub-optimal, the perfor-
mance of H22 is degraded.
In order to address the problem, modification of the compensator is proposed. The transfer function
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of the modified compensator is
Ccpi = 1  (e
 2Ts   Ccpe)Ce
s+ (1  Ccpe)Ce k; (4.30)
where k is a gain of compensator. When the gain is k = 1:0, (4.30) becomes equivalent to (4.28). On
the other hand, k = 0:0 means that the compensator for through variable is off. The idea of modifying
the compensator Ccpi is illustrated in Fig. 4-7. The operation of bilateral control can be categorized
to two kinds: free operation and contact operation. In free operation, only the operator contacts with
master system, whereas no external materials contact with the slave side. The contact operation is a state
in which the objects are contacted with both master and slave systems. From em = H21es   H22iexts ,
it is able to say that the system is not effected by the term H22 in free operation, since iexts = 0 when
no objects are contacted with the slave system. Therefore, using the compensator is effective in this
state. In the steady state of contact, turning off the compensator is reasonable from the viewpoint of
steady state errors. From the considerations above, the compensator with variable gain is proposed in
this dissertation. The detection algorithm of free and contact states is implemented in the proposal, and
the gain k in (4.30) is adjusted.
Fig. 4-8 shows the implementation of the compensator. Since the Ccpi contains time delay element,
the modeling error of the delay may cause the inappropriate operation of the filter. Therefore, the filter
employs the transmission and retransmission of the signal using the real communication line [104]. By
doing so, the compensator becomes free from the modeling. The lower part in the Fig. 4-8 corresponds
to the second term in (4.30). The amount of the influence of the part is adjusted by the gain k.
The gain diagrams of hybrid parameters with different gain k are shown in Fig. 4-9. In plotting the
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0:2).
diagrams, same parameter values used for plotting Fig. 4-6 is used. From H12 = H21 in Fig. 4-9, it
is shown that the anti-resonance peaks diminishes as the gain k is increased. On the other hand, it is
observed that k = 0:0 makes the gain of H22  1 dB. As for the H11, larger k looks good since the
gain of the parameter is decreased. The gain diagrams indicate the trade-off between the parameters;
therefore, the control system should adaptively change the gain according to the state of the bilateral
control, in order to enhance the performance of the haptic communication.
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Table 4.1: Parameter values used for simulations.
Variables Value Unit
P gain of position control,Kp 500.0 -
Gain for across variable control,Ke 31.5 -
Gain for through variable control,Ki 1.0 -
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdob 500.0 rad/s
Cut-off frequency for deciding gain k, gk 10.0 rad/s
Nominal torque coefficient,Ktn 47.0 N/A
Nominal mass of motor,Mn 0.295 kg
Phase-lag compensator, Ccpe 0:5s+10:0s+10:0 -
Stiffness of environment,Kenv 1000.0 N/m
Viscosity of environment, Denv 100.0 Ns/m
4.4.3 Determination of Gain k
In the proposed system, the value of k for master and slave systems are determined adaptively as
km =
gk
s+ gk
^iextm + e Tsi^exts ^iextm + e Tsi^exts  (4.31)
ks =
gk
s+ gk
^iexts + e Tsi^extm ^iexts + e Tsi^extm  ; (4.32)
where gk=(s + gk) is a low-pass filter used to prevent abrupt change of k. From jA + Bj  jAj + jBj,
km and ks have the value between 0:0  1:0. In free operation, both gains become near to 1:0 since i^exts
is almost 0. On the other hand, in contact state, the numerators in (4.31) and (4.32) approach to 0 due to
the through variable controller. Therefore, the state of compensator can be varied by checking the values
of through variables.
4.5 Simulations of Using Phase-lag Compensator
From here, verification of the proposed system is conducted. Firstly, the use of phase-lag compensator
is tested by simulations. The parameter values for the simulations are shown in Table 4.1. As for the
communication delay, T = 0:1 s with random jitter (normal distribution with 0:005 s variance, the
values are limited by 0:09  0:11 s) is simulated. In this section, different from the experiments in other
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Fig. 4-10: Simulation results of bilateral control without phase-lag compensation (free operation). (a)
Position responses. (b) Force responses.
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Fig. 4-11: Simulation results of bilateral control with phase-lag compensation (free operation). (a) Posi-
tion responses. (b) Force responses.
chapters, following is used for across-variable control
Ce =
1
s
Kp +Ke: (4.33)
This is PI contoller and this considers the integral of across variables. In mechanical system, position
corresponds to the variable. Practically, synchronization of position is desired in many cases of tele-
operation. As for the control laws, the ones shown in (4.13) and (4.14) are used. Then, the AVF references
are controlled locally by the observer for through variables. The simulation results of the system without
the compensator are shown in Fig. 4-10. Here, sinusoidal through variable (force in mechanical system)
is applied to the master system. As shown in Fig. 4-10(a), the system without compensation becomes
unstable and responses diverge. The results indicate the adverse effect caused by communication delays
between master and slave systems.
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Fig. 4-12: Simulation results of bilateral control without phase-lag compensation (contact motion). (a)
Position responses. (b) Force responses.
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Fig. 4-13: Simulation results of bilateral control with phase-lag compensation (contact motion). (a)
Position responses. (b) Force responses.
Fig. 4-11 shows the simulation results when the phase-lag compensator is utilized. In this case,
although there remains the amplitude error in position responses, the stability of the system is maintained.
The reducing the amplitude of communicated reference of across variable can increase the margin of
stability.
Figs. 4-12 and 4-13 show the responses of contact states. As well as the case of free operation,
the oscillations in force responses are decreased when the phase-lag compensator is employed. As ex-
plained by the analyses of Lyapunov stability, the phase-lag compensator contributes for the stable haptic
communication.
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Fig. 4-14: Experimental setup for checking the compensator in through variable control.
Fig. 4-15: Schematic illustration of 2-link manipulator.
4.6 Experiments of Using Compensator for Through Variable Control
Next, the operation of the proposed compensator is checked by experiments.
4.6.1 Overview of Experiments (Compensator for Through Variable Control)
Fig. 4-14 shows the setup used for the experiments. The master and slave manipulators in Fig. 4-
14 are the 2-link manipulators that consist of two direct drive motors. Here, the motors used for the
experiments are from Yasukawa corp. (model number: SGMCS-02BDC41, rated torque: 2:0 Nm, rated
current: 1:8 Arms). In the experiments, the lateral (x direction) and vertical (y direction) mechanical
motions are controlled; (4.19) and (4.20) are prepared for both directions. In the control system, the AVF
references in operational space are transformed into joint space, and each joint is controlled robustly.
Fig. 4-15 shows the schematic illustration of 2-link manipulator. Here, l, m,  denote length, mass and
angle, respectively. Based on this, the relationship between the AVF in joint space and operational space
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Table 4.2: Parameter values used for experiments of controlling 2-link manipulators.
Variables Value Unit
P gain of position control (for both directions),Kp 600.0 -
Gain for across variable control,Ke 49.0 -
Gain for through variable control (x direction),Kix 0.2 -
Gain for through variable control (y direction),Kiy 0.5 -
Length of link 1, l1 0.15 m
Length of link 2, l2 0.15 m
Mass of link 1,m1 2.0 kg
Mass of link 2,m2 0.2 kg
Gain for through variable control (y direction),Kiy 0.5 -
Phase-lag compensator, Ccpe 0:5s+10:0s+10:0 -
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdob 100.0 rad/s
Cut-off frequency for deciding gain k, gk 10.0 rad/s
Nominal torque coefficient,Ktn 1.18 N/A
Nominal inertia of motor, Jn 0.0028 kgm2
is described as
x = Jaco() + _Jaco() _; (4.34)
where x = [x; y]T and  = [1; 2]T . The Jaco is a Jacobian matrix, and the elements of the matrix are
as follows:
Jaco =
"
J11 J12
J21 J22
#
; (4.35)
where
J11 = l1cos1 + l2cos(1 + 2) (4.36)
J12 = l2cos(1 + 2) (4.37)
J21 = l1sin1 + l2sin(1 + 2) (4.38)
J22 = l2sin(1 + 2): (4.39)
Therefore, the AVF reference for joint space is calculated by

ref
= J 1aco()(x
ref   _Jaco() _): (4.40)
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Fig. 4-16: Experimental results of bilateral control under time delay (without compensator). (a) Position
responses in X direction. (b) Position responses in Y direction. (c) Force responses in X direction. (d)
Force responses in Y direction.
In this section, the experiments of the system with only phase-lag compensator and the proposed
method are conducted. Firstly, the operator manipulates the master system freely, then next the slave
system is manipulated. After that, the operators at both sides applies kinesthetic force each other in x and
y directions. The parameter values used for the experiments are shown in Table 4.2. The communication
delays are simulated to be 0:1 s in one way with the 0:003 s variance (the values are limited by 0:09 
0:11 s).
4.6.2 Results of Experiments (Compensator for Through Variable Control)
Fig. 4-16 shows the experimental results of the haptic communication with only phase-lag compen-
sator. As described in the simulations, the system achieves the bilateral control without the diverge of
responses. However, as shown in Fig. 4-16, there exist overshoots in position responses (the integral
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Fig. 4-17: Experimental results of bilateral control under time delay (with compensator). (a) Position
responses in X direction. (b) Position responses in Y direction. (c) Force responses in X direction. (d)
Force responses in Y direction.
of across variables). This is the adverse effect caused by communication delays. As for the contacting
operations, the steady state errors are not observed. Since the system has symmetric control laws, the
performance stays same for master-manipulation and slave-manipulation.
The experimental results of the proposed system are shown in Fig. 4-17. Different from the results
of conventional system, the position overshoots are suppressed; the free operation of master system is
purely reproduced. The suppression of overshoots is valid also for the free operation of slave side. In
contact operation, as well as the conventional case, the steady state errors are not observed. In a sense
that the responses in free operation are improved while maintaining the performance of contact operation
same, the proposed system has superiority over the conventional system.
The responses of variable gains k in control of x and y directions are shown in Fig. 4-18. In free
operation, the gains are near to 1:0, whereas those drop to 0:0 in contact operation. The gains changed
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Fig. 4-18: Values of compensator gain k. (a) k for control inX direction. (b) k for control in Y direction.
to realize the Fig. 4-7, and it is shown that the proposed algorithm appropriately works according to the
state of haptic communication.
4.7 Experiments of Comparison Using Hybrid Parameters
Lastly, the proposed method is compared quantitatively by using hybrid parameters.
4.7.1 Overview of Experiments (Comparison Using Hybrid Parameters)
When position is employed instead of velocity, the hybrid parameters are re-defined as"
F extm
Xm
#
=
"
H11 H12
H21 H22
#"
Xs
 F exts
#
; (4.41)
where X and F denote position and force, respectively. In practical situations, there can be the cases
in which the operator contacts with slave side and manipulate the system. Considering this, ensuring
the duplex manipulation can extend the applicability of the bilateral control system [105]. Similar to the
content in Chapter 2, the inverse of (4.41) is derived as"
F exts
Xs
#
=
1

"
H11 H12
H21 H22
#"
Xm
 F extm
#
=
"
H 011 H 012
H 021 H 022
#"
Xm
 F extm
#
; (4.42)
where
 = H12H21  H11H22: (4.43)
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Input motor
(Position or force control)
Slave motor
Master motor
Fig. 4-19: Experimental setup used for comparing with other compensation methods.
Table 4.3: Parameter values used for comparative methods.
Parameter Description Value
gcdob Cut-off frequency of CDOB 20.0 rad/s
Cdm Amount of FDD 70:0ss+10:0
Moreover, it is able to define the valueR = H=H 0 as “symmetric ratio.” The values of hybrid parameters
can be measured by applying constraint conditions. For instance,H12,H21,H 012 andH 021 are derived by
H12 =
F extmM
 F extsM

XsM=0
(4.44)
H21 =
XmM
XsM

F extsM=0
(4.45)
H 012 =
F extsS
 F extmS

XmS=0
(4.46)
H 021 =
XsS
XmS

F extmS=0
: (4.47)
Here, the subscriptsM and S mean that operator is at master and slave side, respectively. For example,
F extsM denotes the amount of force detected at slave system when operator is contacting with master
system. The constraint conditions can easily be implemented; Xs = 0 and F exts = 0 are realized by
mechanical fixing of the slave system and removing object at slave system, respectively. In this chapter,
these are used for evaluating the methods.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4-19. In the setup, position or force control is conducted in
input motor, and the responses of bilateral control are used for calculating the hybrid parameters. The
linear motors used for the experiments are from GMC hillstone corp. (model number: S120Q, rated
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force: 9:7 N, rated current: 0:24 A). For the control, chirp signal (frequency: 2:0  20:0 rad=s) is
applied as the control command. The responses are processed by Fourier transformation and the ratio of
amplitude is calculated.
In experiments, three methods are compared: proposed method, system with only phase-lag compen-
sator and CDOB with FDD system. The control laws of the system with phase-lag compensator are
given by (4.13) and (4.14). The CDOB (Communication Disturbance Observer) with FDD (Frequency
Domain Damping) is the method shown in [57], whose control laws as the generalized form are
_erefm = Ce(e
 Tses   em + ed)  Cdmem   Ci(e Tsi^exts + i^extm ) (4.48)
_erefs = Ce(e
 Tsem   es)  Cdmes   Ci(e Tsi^extm + i^exts ); (4.49)
where Cdm is used for velocity damping. ed is a compensation value of CDOB, which is calculated as
ed =
1
Cdvns
gcdob
s+ gcdob
(irefsm   Cdvne Ts _es) (4.50)
irefsm = CdvnCe(em   esm) = Cdvn _esm; (4.51)
where the subscripts cdob and sm denote communication disturbance observer and slave model, respec-
tively. As for Ce, the one shown in (4.33) is used. CDOB regards the communication delay as the kind of
disturbance, and compensates for it based on the structure of disturbance observer. Then, FDD is utilized
for improving the stability in contact operation. The parameter values for CDOB-based FDD scheme are
shown in Table 4.3. As for the other parameters, those shown in Table 4.1 were used.
4.7.2 Results of Experiments (Comparison Using Hybrid Parameters)
Fig. 4-20 shows the measurement results of the parameters H12, H21, H 012 and H 021. As explained in
the simulations in this chapter, the phase-lag compensator enhances the stability of the system. However,
as shown in the part labeled “normal,” the resonance peaks remain in the hybrid parameters. The exis-
tence of peaks means that the overshoots can occur in tracking of position or force in bilateral control.
The CDOB with FDD succeeds in suppressing the peak inH21. Therefore, it is expected that the system
achieves better position tracking than the system with phase-lag compensator. On the other hand, the
resonance peak in force control still exists as represented by H12. The peaks can be adjusted by chang-
ing the amount of FDD. However, the increase of damping leads to the degradation of operationality;
the manipulation becomes heavier. The proposed system reduces the peaks of both parameters H12 and
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Fig. 4-20: Experimental results of measuring hybrid parameters. (a) Results of measuringH12 andH 012.
(b) Results of measuring H21 and H 021.
H21. Since the gain in Ccpi is varied in the control, the plots are slightly deviated from sub-optimal state
(0 dB). However, the reduction of the peaks indicate the validity of using the compensator Ccpi.
One of the advantages of the proposed system is that it maintains the symmetric property. Since the
almost same control laws are employed in the proposed system, there exists little difference between the
parameterH and the inversed oneH 0. Fig. 4-21 shows the symmetric ratios of the comparative methods.
The system with phase-lag compensator also utilizes same control laws, thus the ratios become 0 dB. On
the other hand, the master and slave systems in CDOB with FDD type have different controllers, and the
ratios are deviated from 0 dB in this case. Whether the system should have the flat ratio characteristics
depends on the application of the system; however, at least it is able to say that the proposed system can
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Fig. 4-21: Experimental results of measuring symmetric ratios. (a) Symmetric ratio R12. (b) Symmetric
ratio R21.
recover the performance of the haptic communication under communication delay while maintaining the
symmetric property of the bilateral control system.
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4.8 Summary of Chapter 4
In this chapter, the compensator in through variable controller for bilateral control under communica-
tion delay was proposed. The time-delay existing between master and slave systems easily degrade the
performance of haptic communication; the overshoots can appear and the system becomes unstable in the
worst case. For increasing the stability margin, phase-lag compensator was firstly employed in this study.
The use of the compensator was analyzed using bond graph, and the tests were conducted by the simu-
lations. Using the system with the phase-lag compensator as the base system, the proposed compensator
for through variable control was constructed. The compensator was derived from the hybrid parameters
of bilateral control, and the compensation filter that can achieve the sub-optimal performances of H12
andH21 were shown. In order to address the steady state errors in contact operation caused by the direct
use of the filter, the adaptive algorithm was constructed. The designed system was checked its validity by
experiments. The experiments on the haptic communication using 2-link manipulators showed that the
proposed compensator can enhance the performance of free operation. Then, in the comparison of con-
trol schemes by measurement of hybrid parameters, it was verified that the proposed system can recover
the performance characteristics of hybrid parameters.
In practical application of haptic technologies, the communication delay that can adversely affect
the performance is thought to be non-negligible factor. As described in the section of experiments, the
system is effective for recovering the performance of haptic communication.
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Bilateral Control Between Systems with
Different Control Performances
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, bilateral control with different control performances is treated [97]. The AVF-based
4ch bilateral control, which is the generalized form of enhanced bilateral control beyond the kinds of
physical systems, is expected to enable the bilateral reproduction between even different kinds of phys-
ical powers e.g. the mutual transformation of mechanical and thermal system. This feature can extend
the applicability of haptic technologies. However, as is well known, the bandwidths of electrical mo-
tor and thermal device are totally different. Also in the case of typical bilateral control of kinesthetic
sensations, there can be the cases in which the master and slave systems employ the different types of ac-
tuators, causing the gap of potential device performances. As well as the communication delay handled
in Chapter 4, the response performance of the haptic device is also one of the problems that the practical
application of haptic technologies face. When the bandwidths of master and slave devices are different,
the AVF-control of one system appears to be imperfect for the other system. In this case, the control
system can become unstable, thus making the remote communication of haptic sensation difficult.
For addressing this problem, this research conducts analyses on the modal space of bilateral control
system. The imperfectness of AVF control induces the interference of across and through variable con-
trols; the error in controlling one variable adversely work as the disturbance in the control of the other
variable. In order to suppress the interference terms, this study constructs the disturbance observer in the
common modal space [106]: the control space of through variables. Since the difference of bandwidths
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Fig. 5-1: AVF control of haptic device that has imperfect transmission characteristics.
exists, the compensation input is processed so as not to make the compensation term itself the interfer-
ence factor again. By the proposed method, the unstable oscillation in bilateral control is decreased,
and the performance of the haptic communication is recovered. The validity of the proposal is tested by
experiments of mechanical and thermal haptic communications.
The contents in this chapter are as follows. In Section 5.2, the problems of using the devices with
different control performances for bilateral control is explained. When the difference is not negligible,
the AVF control of one system appears to be imperfect for the other system. Next, the modal spaces
of the bilateral control system are analyzed in Section 5.3. The modal spaces are derived by adding
or subtracting the AVF references of master and slave systems. According to the analyses, it turns out
that the interference between across and through variable controls appears. The compensation for the
interference terms are considered in Section 5.4. As the proposal, the disturbance observer is constructed
in common modal space, and the compensation input is processed so as not to make the compensation
itself becomes the interference again. In Section 5.5, the effectiveness of using the compensator is
discussed. In Section 5.6, the experiments of bilateral control in which the performance of the master
system is degraded are conducted. In the last section, conclusions are stated.
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Fig. 5-2: Equivalent block diagram of the AVF control.
5.2 Bilateral Control Between Different Control Performances
Firstly, the Fig. 5-1 shows the AVF control of device with imperfect transmission characteristics. Here,
Gdv denotes the transfer function of the characteristics. When Gdv = 1:0, it means that the generated
through variable is directly transmitted to the passive C element of the deviceCdv. However, there can be
cases that the certain time is needed to transmit the through variable or the damping elements suppress
the amount of facilitated variable. Gdv represents such kind of factors, and it can degrade the total
performance of haptic communication. In this dissertation, it is assumed that the Gdv can be described
by first order low-pass filter as
Gdv =
gdv
s+ gdv
: (5.1)
In estimating the disturbance through variable idis, observer for through variable is employed also in
this case. The problem exists in compensating for the disturbance; the inverse model of actuation as
well as the inversed transfer function Gdv should be utilized for compensating for the disturbance factor
perfectly. However, it is difficult to derive theG 1dv , since the unstable poles appear whenGdv is described
by time-delay element. In the case that Gdv is a low-pass filter, its inversed form may cause the large
gain in high frequency band. In order to avoid this, only the inverse model of actuation is applied for
calculating the compensation term. In this case, the response of across variable flow becomes
_eres = Gdv _e
ref   1
Cdv

1  gdis
s+ gdis
Gdv

idis: (5.2)
The transfer function is illustrated as the block diagram as shown in Fig. 5-2. When Gdv = 1:0, the
idis can be suppressed well by increasing the cut-off frequency of the observer gdis. However if it is
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Fig. 5-3: AVF-based 4ch bilateral control with different control performances.
not the case, the suppression performance is limited by Gdv. In the case that the Gdv is low-pass filter,
the imperfect disturbance suppression in high frequency band. Moreover, the Gdv also limits the control
of across variable flow _eref . The imperfect transmission characteristics cause the degradation of AVF
control.
Fig. 5-3 shows the block diagram of AVF-based 4ch bilateral control in which the master system
employs the device with narrow bandwidth. In the control system, the AVF reference is calculated as
_erefm = Ce(es   em)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ) (5.3)
_erefs = Ce(em   es)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ): (5.4)
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Fig. 5-4: Differential modal space of the bilateral control.
These are same as (3.4) and (3.5) in Chapter 3. However, since the AVF control at the slave system, the
AVF responses become
_em = GdvCe(es   em) GdvCi(^iextm + i^exts ) 
1
Cdv

1  gdis
s+ gdis
Gdv

iextm (5.5)
_es = Ce(em   es)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ): (5.6)
Here, it is assumed that idis = iext. Therefore, the actual control is different between master and slave
systems, and the performance of haptic communication is degraded. The details on this are explained in
the following section.
5.3 Analyses onModal Space of Bilateral Control Between Different Band-
widths
In order to analyze the operation of the bilateral control, analyses on modal spaces are conducted.
There are two kinds of modal spaces in bilateral control: differential and common modal spaces. The
former one corresponds to the control of across variable, while the latter does to the control of through
variable. The subtraction of (5.5) from (5.6) yields
s(em   es) =  2Ce(em   es)  _edisd ; (5.7)
where _edisd denotes the disturbance term in differential modal space, whose contents are shown below
_edisd = (1 Gdv)Ce(em   es)  (1 Gdv)Ci(iextm + iexts ) +
1
Cdv

1  gdv
s+ gdv
Gdv

iextm : (5.8)
The block diagram of the modal space is shown in Fig. 5-4. Actually, the _edisd contains the term of across
variable control, and the loop transfer function in the modal space is degraded. Therefore, Ce has to be
designed carefully so that the control in the space is conducted stably. When Gdv = 1 and gdis ! 1
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Fig. 5-5: Common modal space of the bilateral control.
the disturbance term _edisd approach to zero. However, if it is not the case, the error of through variable
control comes into the differential modal space as the disturbance term. This is an interference between
the across and through variable controls.
The summation of AVF responses yields the common modal space of bilateral control system
s(em + es) =  2Ci(iextm + iexts )  _edisc ; (5.9)
where
_edisc =  (1 Gdv)Ce(em   es) + (1 Gdv)Ci(iextm + iexts ) +
1
Cdv

1  gdv
s+ gdv
Gdv

iextm : (5.10)
The block diagram of the modal space is shown in Fig. 5-5. For constructing the feedback loop in the
modal space, the relation between the summation of across variables and that of through variables are
approximated by (Zenv + Zop)=2, where Zop denotes the impedance of operator contacted with master
system [57]. As well as the differential modal space, the disturbance term that contains the error of across
variable exists. When the interference terms are compensated, it is expected that the performance of the
bilateral control is recovered.
5.4 Construction of Compensator for Interference Terms
For addressing the problem, compensator for the interference in common modal space is proposed in
this research [97]. In the proposed system, the interference term _edisc is estimated by constructing the
disturbance observer in the modal space.
Transformation of (5.9) yields
_edisc =  2Ci(iextm + iexts )  s(em + es): (5.11)
By comparing the reference of through variable control with the summation of AVF responses, it becomes
possible to estimate the _edisc . This is the kind of disturbance observer, and it is constructed as shown in
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Fig. 5-6: Disturbance observer constructed in common modal space.
Fig. 5-6. Here, the subscript mob denotes the modal disturbance observer [106]. The low-pass filter is
used to decrease the noise amplification caused by differentiating the responses of across variables. By
the observer, the information on the amount of the interference disturbance becomes available.
The disturbance observer enables the suppressing the disturbance factor by the positive feedback of the
estimated information. However, in the case of systems with different performances, the direct positive
feedback can cause another problem. The AVF references including the direct compensation become
_erefm = Ce(es   em)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ) +
1
2
_^edisc (5.12)
_erefs = Ce(em   es)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ) +
1
2
_^edisc : (5.13)
However, the AVF responses actually become
_em = GdvCe(es   em) GdvCi(^iextm + i^exts ) 
1
Cdv

1  gdis
s+ gdis
Gdv

iextm +Gdv
1
2
_^edisc : (5.14)
_es = Ce(em   es)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ) +
1
2
_^edisc : (5.15)
Therefore, subtraction of (5.14) and (5.15) yields
s(em   es) =  2Ce(em   es)  _edisd   (1 Gdv) _^edisc : (5.16)
From (5.16), it turns out that the direct compensation induces the another interference term for differential
modal space. This may deteriorate the control performance of across variables.
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Fig. 5-7: Compensation for the disturbance in common modal space.
In order to avoid the problem, this research proposes the process of compensation shown in Fig. 5-7.
The modified AVF references are shown as
_erefm = Ce(es   em)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ) +
1
2
_^edisc (5.17)
_erefs = Ce(em   es)  Ci(^iextm + i^exts ) +
1
2
Gdv _^e
dis
c : (5.18)
Here, the model of transmission characteristics Gdv is multiplied to the estimated disturbance term. In
this case, the subtraction of AVF responses does not yield the additional interference term. Therefore, it
is able to enhance the performance of the common modal space without effecting on the differential one.
The summation of AVF responses become
s(em + es) =  2Ci(iextm + iexts ) 

1  gmob
s+ gmob
Gdv

_edisc : (5.19)
The block diagram of the common modal space with the proposed compensation is shown in Fig. 5-8.
Although the compensation again limited by the bandwidth of device characteristics, the interference
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Fig. 5-8: Equivalent block diagram of common modal space.
in the band can be suppressed. Therefore, the performance of the bilateral control is expected to be
enhanced.
5.5 Discussions on the Effectiveness of Using the Compensator
In this section, the use of the proposed compensator is discussed. From the assumption _^edisc = _e
dis
c
and (5.17), (5.18) and (5.10), following is derived
_erefm = Ce

3
2
  1
2
Gdv

(es   em)  Ci

3
2
  1
2
Gdv

(^iextm + i^
ext
m )
+
1
2Cdv

1  gdis
s+ gdis
Gdv

iexts (5.20)
_erefs = Ce

1  1
2
Gdv +
1
2
G2dv

(em   es)  Ci

1  1
2
Gdv +
1
2
G2dv

(^iextm + i^
ext
s )
+
Gdv
2Cdv

1  gdis
s+ gdis
Gdv

iextm : (5.21)
From these, it is able to comprehend that the proposed compensation method equivalently adjusts the
controller of across and through variables in order to avoid the generation of interference terms. Suppos-
ing that theGdv is a low-pass filter, the gains of controllers in slave system are slightly increased, whereas
those in master system is decreased. Therefore, similar effects can be obtained by the direct tuning of
controller gains. The superiorities of using the compensator over the direct tuning are as follows:
 The amount of interference term can easily be estimated from the output of through variable con-
troller and single derivation of across variables.
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Slave motor
Force input motorMaster motor:
Fig. 5-9: Experimental setup of bilateral control (different bandwidths, mechanical system).
Master thermal system:
Slave thermal system
Fig. 5-10: Experimental setup of bilateral control (different bandwidths, thermal system).
 The direct tuning needs the model of Gdv and G2dv, whereas the proposed compensator only needs
Gdv. This simplifies the implementation of algorithms.
 The proposed compensation considers the imperfectness of compensation for idism . The slave sys-
tem that has wider bandwidth helps to compensate for it.
5.6 Experiments of Bilateral Control with Different Bandwidths
For verifying the compensation for disturbance factors in modal spaces, experiments are conducted.
5.6.1 Overview of Experiments (Bilateral Control with Different Bandwidths)
In this dissertation, mechanical and thermal systems are experimented, respectively. The experimental
setups for respective physical systems are shown in Figs. 5-9 and 5-10. The setups are same with those
shown in Figs. 3-15 and 3-16 except one thing; low-pass filter is implemented at the master system to
mimic the bandwidth limitation. Here, the filters are set at 10:0=(s + 10:0) and 1:0=(s + 1:0), respec-
tively. In the mechanical bilateral control system, the constant electrical current with the value of 0:3 A
is applied by the force input motor. Then, rigid aluminum block was set at the master system. Here,
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Table 5.1: Parameter values for bilateral control with different control performances (mechanical sys-
tem).
Variables Value Unit
Gain for across-variable control, Ce 50.0 -
Gain for through-variable control, Ci 1.0 -
Nominal mass of motor,Mn 0.23 kg
Nominal torque coefficient,Ktn 3.33 N=A
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdis 500.0 rad=s
Cut-off frequency of pseudo derivative, gpd 500.0 rad=s
Cut-off frequency of DOB in modal space, gmob 500.0 rad=s
Table 5.2: Parameter values for bilateral control with different control performances (thermal system).
Variables Value Unit
Gain for across-variable control, Ce 1.0 -
Gain for through-variable control, Ci 1.0 -
Nominal capacitance of device, Cdvn 2.0 J=K
Nominal Seebeck coefficient, sn 0.03 V=K
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdis 2.0 rad=s
Cut-off frequency of DOB in modal space, gmob 0.5 rad=s
the input motor pushes slave motor since the degradation in haptic communication was observed more
in this configuration. The bilateral control begins with the state in which the slave system is contacted
with the environmental block. In the thermal system, aluminum block with ambient temperature is set at
the slave system, and cooled aluminum plate is put on the master system. With these configurations, the
systems with and without the proposed compensation method are compared. In the control of thermal
systems, existence of large resistive element that actually effects on the AVF control should be consid-
ered. Concretely speaking, in controlling the thermal system, the estimation algorithm should take the
damping characteristics of AVF control in high-frequency band into account. The modified estimation
of disturbance in common modal space for thermal system is shown as
_^edisc =
3:0
s+ 3:0
n
 2Ci(iextm + iexts ) +Gdv _^edisc
o
  s(em + es): (5.22)
Here, the first order filter corresponds to the modification. The parameter values used for the experiments
are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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Fig. 5-11: Experimental results of system with different control performances (mechanical control, with-
out compensation). (a) Velocity responses. (b) Force responses.
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Fig. 5-12: Experimental results of system with different control performances (mechanical control, pro-
posed system). (a) Velocity responses. (b) Force responses.
5.6.2 Results of Experiments (Bilateral Control with Different Bandwidths)
Firstly, the experimental results of the system without the compensation are explained. Fig. 5-11
shows the velocity (across variable) and force (through variable) responses of the experiment. Due to the
difference of the control bandwidths, the AVF control is realized well only one side of the bilateral con-
trol. Thus, the physical powers of master and slave systems don’t synchronize well, causing the hunting
phenomena in contact with the rigid material. When the master and slave sides employed different haptic
devices, there exist the possibilities that such phenomena occur in haptic communication.
Then, Fig. 5-12 shows the results of the proposed system. The proposed compensation method
considers the disturbance in common modal space, and it decreases the interference between the across
and through variable controls. Compared with the case of without compensation, the hunting phenomena
are suppressed and more stable haptic communication is realized. As described in Section 5.5, it is
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Fig. 5-13: Experimental results of system with different control performances (thermal control, without
compensation). (a) Temperature responses. (b) Heat flow responses.
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Fig. 5-14: Experimental results of system with different control performances (thermal control, proposed
system). (a) Temperature responses. (b) Heat flow responses.
thought that the compensator succeeded in adjusting the across and through variable controllers of master
and slave systems so that the interference in common modal space does not occur. The decrease of the
vibrations indicates the validity of the proposed compensation observer.
Figs. 5-13 and 5-14 show the results of thermal haptic communication. As for the thermal control, the
tendencies are similar with the case of mechanical control; the responses become oscillatory when no
compensation is conducted. On the other hand, the proposed compensation method succeeds in reducing
the vibration. Therefore, it is thought that the developed observer can also decrease the disturbance
in common mode of thermal system. By the experimental results, it is confirmed that the proposal is
effective for recovering the performance of haptic communication with different bandwidths.
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5.7 Summary of Chapter 5
In this chapter, compensation method for bilateral control between the systems with different control
bandwidths was proposed. The difference of the bandwidth can be observed in the practical applica-
tion of haptic technologies. When the haptic device has inferior control performance, the AVF control
becomes incomplete. Then, according to the analyses on modal spaces, it was shown that the imper-
fectness becomes the interference between the control of across and through variables. Thus, the total
performance of the haptic communication is degraded. In order to address the problem, the disturbance
observer was constructed in the common modal space as the proposal. Since the direct use of the esti-
mated value can additionally generate the interference term, the estimated disturbance was processed by
the model of transmission characteristics. By the compensation, the influence of the interference on the
through variable control was suppressed. The validity of the proposal was tested by the experiments of
kinesthetic and thermal haptic communications.
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Bandwidth Improvement of Thermal
Haptic Display for Mixed Rendering of
Mechanical and Thermal Sensations
6.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter 5, the control bandwidth of the haptic system significantly influences on the
performance of haptic communication. The bandwidth has to be increased as large as possible for pro-
viding the fine haptic power rendering. In the introduction, it is explained that the mixed rendering of
mechanical and thermal sensations is the important theme in this dissertation. In this case, the bandwidth
of the thermal system becomes more important, since there exists the difference of bandwidths between
master and slave systems and it induces the interference terms in control. In the thermal system, heat
flow sensor can be the one of the factors that degrades the response characteristics of the device. Ob-
taining the information on heat flow, which corresponds to the through variable in generalized physical
systems, is essential and heat flow sensor is generally employed for the objective. However, the sensor
usually consists of two temperature sensors inserted with the thermal resistive element, and the thermal
capacitance of the sensor becomes larger than that of single temperature sensor. The system with larger
thermal capacitance requires more heat flow to realize the same temperature variation, and the increase
of the capacitance should be suppressed for enhancing the response characteristics of thermal systems.
Based on the background, the observer-based estimation method of heat inflow is proposed in this
chapter [98]. The spread of thermal energy is able to be comprehended by distributed parameter systems,
and the model of the system is derived. Then, the heat inflow observer is constructed as the alternative
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Ceramic plates Electrodes
N and P-type
semiconductors
Fig. 6-1: Structure of Peltier device.
tool for obtainment of information on heat inflow. Since the observer only requires temperature sensor
whose thermal capacitance is much smaller than that of heat flow sensor, the enhancement of response
performance by the decrease of thermal capacitance is expected. This feature is thought to be benefi-
cial not only for thermal bilateral control but also for the mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal
sensations, which is one of the important objectives in this dissertation.
The contents of this chapter are as follows. First, the modeling of Peltier device is conducted in
Section 6.2. Here, the distributed parameter systems of the consisting parts in the device are derived.
Next, the heat inflow observer is constructed in Section 6.3. For the implementation of the observer, the
approximation with the consideration on the poles and zeros of transfer functions is explained. The heat
flow sensor is used for evaluation; however, since the sensor itself has thermal capacitance and outputs the
different signals in transient state, the modification of the sensor output is described in Section 6.4. The
identification of thermal contact resistance needed in the proposed observer is explained in Section 6.5.
The estimation by proposed observer is experimentally tested in Section 6.6. Then, the effectiveness of
using the observer for the haptic communication is checked by the thermal bilateral control and mixed
rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations in Sections 6.7 and 6.8. The conclusive remarks are
described in the last section.
6.2 Modeling of Thermoelectric Device
6.2.1 Structure and Coordinates of Thermoelectric Device
First, the configuration of thermal device is explained for deriving the heat inflow observer. Fig. 6-1
shows the structure of the device. Here, qin denotes the heat inflow, which corresponds to the through
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6-2: Coordinates of each part of the device. (a) Coordinate of electrode part. (b) Coordinate of
ceramic plate part.
variable iext in pseudo bond graphs. Then, qdv represents the heat flow facilitated based on Peltier effect
by the thermal actuator. The device consists of ceramic plates, electrodes and semiconductors. N and P-
type semiconductors are prepared, and heat flow qdv (corresponds to idv in generalized physical systems)
is facilitated in this part. The ceramic plates are used for mechanical support of the device and insulation
of electrical circuits. As for the qdv, Ioffe’s model [65] described below is well-known in the field of
thermoelectric device:
qdv =  s(Tamb + Tc)I + 1
2
ReI
2 +
1
Rdv
(Th   Tc): (6.1)
Here, T , s, R, and Re are the temperature, Seebeck coefficient, thermal resistance, and electrical
resistance, respectively. Then, subscripts c, h, and amb denote the cold-side temperature, hot-side tem-
perature, and ambient temperature, respectively. The first term in (6.1) is the Peltier effect, and the
facilitation of the heat flow is altered by Joule heat and heat conduction at the interior of the device.
In the device, the heat flow qdv is transmitted to ceramic plate that is an interface with external envi-
ronment through electrodes. Based on this point, this research defines the coordinate of the electrodes
and ceramic plates. From here, followings are assumed for the simplicity of the discussion:
 Thermal energy is transferred only in the vertical direction x.
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 Thermal characteristics (such as thermal diffusivity) does not change according to temperature.
 Temperature is uniform in same plane, including the electrode part which is actually distributed.
These assumptions are same as those made in Chapter 2. The coordinate of each part is shown in Fig.
6-2. In Fig. 6-2, d denotes thickness of the part. Then, the subscripts el and cr represent the electrode
and ceramic plate, respectively. Between the electrode and the plate, transferring heat flow qtr is defined
as follows in order to link the parts
qtr(t) =
1
Rcon
(Tel(t; del)  Tcr(t; 0)); (6.2)
where Rcon denotes the thermal contact resistance between electrode and ceramic plate. The defined
coordinates are used to derive the thermal equations of each part.
6.2.2 Transfer Functions of Electrode and Ceramic Plate Part
The thermal equation of the electrode based on the defined coordinate is described as follows:
@Tel(t; xel)
@t
= ael
@2Tel(t; xel)
@x2
(6.3)
Tel(0; xel) = 0 (6.4)
@Tel(t; 0)
@x
=   1
elAel
qdv(t) (6.5)
@Tel(t; del)
@x
=   1
elAel
( qtr(t)); (6.6)
where
a =

c
: (6.7)
Here, , A, a,  and c denote thermal conductivity, area, thermal diffusivity, density and specific heat,
respectively. By the Laplace transformation in time domain, the transfer function between heat flows
(qdv and qtr) and electrode temperature can be derived as
Tel(s; x) =
cosh
q
s
ael
(del   x)

elAel
q
s
ael
sinh
q
s
ael
del
qdv
+
cosh
q
s
ael
x

elAel
q
s
ael
sinh
q
s
ael
del
qtr: (6.8)
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The surface temperature Tel(s; del) is derived by substituting x = dsm as
Tel(s; del) =
1
elAel
q
s
ael
sinh
q
s
ael
del
qdv
+
cosh
q
s
ael
del

elAel
q
s
ael
sinh
q
s
ael
del
qtr: (6.9)
Note that the derived transfer functions include hyperbolic functions. This means that the transfer func-
tions have infinite number of poles and zeros; this can be often observed in modeling the distributed
parameter system.
Similarly, the thermal equations of ceramic plate part become
@Tcr(t; x)
@t
= acr
@2Tcr(t; x)
@x2
(6.10)
Tcr(0; x) = 0 (6.11)
@Tcr(t; 0)
@x
=   1
crAcr
qtr(t) (6.12)
@Tcr(t; dcr)
@x
=   1
crAcr
( qin(t)): (6.13)
Then, the surface and bottom temperature of the plate are derived as
Tcr(s; 0) =
cosh
q
s
acr
dcr

crAcr
q
s
acr
sinh
q
s
acr
dcr
qtr
  1
crAcr
q
s
acr
sinh
q
s
acr
dcr
( qin) (6.14)
Tcr(s; dcr) =
1
crAcr
q
s
acr
sinh
q
s
acr
dcr
qtr
 
cosh
q
s
acr
dcr

crAcr
q
s
acr
sinh
q
s
acr
dcr
( qin): (6.15)
6.2.3 Block Diagram of Peltier Device
Combination of the transfer functions and (6.2) enables the derivation of block diagram of the thermal
actuator. Fig. 6-3 shows the constructed block diagram. Here, the Tcr(s; dcr) and nominal amount of
qdv are assumed to be measurable and known. The objective of the research is to estimate the qin using
the model and the available information.
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Fig. 6-3: Block diagram of heat transfer in Peltier device.
6.3 Heat Inflow Observer
Using the derived model of the Peltier device, the heat inflow observer is constructed.
6.3.1 Construction of Heat Inflow Observer
From Fig. 6-3, the surface temperature of the ceramic plate Tcr(s; dcr) is derived as
Tcr(s; dcr) =
XelXcr
Rcon +XcrYcr +XelYel
qdv
+
XcrYcr(Rcon +XcrYcr +XelYel) +Xcr
Rcon +XcrYcr +XelYel
qin; (6.16)
where
Xcr =
1
crAcr
q
s
acr
sinh
q
s
acr
dcr
 (6.17)
Xel =
1
smAel
q
s
ael
sinh
q
s
ael
del
 (6.18)
Ycr = cosh
r
s
acr
dcr

(6.19)
Yel = cosh
r
s
ael
del

: (6.20)
Then, the heat inflow qin can be derived by inverse calculation as
 q^in = G( qdvn +HTcr(s; dcr)); (6.21)
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Fig. 6-4: Block diagram of the heat inflow observer.
where
G =
Xeln
RconnYcrn +XcrnY 2crn + YcrnXelnYeln  Xcrn
(6.22)
H =
Rconn +XcrnYcrn +XelnYeln
XcrnXeln
: (6.23)
(6.21) is the heat inflow observer, and it enables the obtainment of information on the heat inflow without
using the heat flow sensor. The block diagram of the observer is shown in Fig. 6-4. In the observer, the
heat inflow qin is estimated by using the nominal model and temperature information on Tcr(s; dcr).
Since the estimator only utilizes temperature sensor whose thermal capacitance is much smaller than
heat flow sensor, the decrease of total thermal capacitance of the system is expected.
6.3.2 Approximation of Heat Inflow Observer
Since the model of the thermal system is described by hyperbolic functions and the transfer functions
have infinite number of poles and zeros, the implementation of the observer is actually impossible. In
order to address this, the model is approximated and rational polynomials are derived. As stated in
Chapter 2, the hyperbolic functions included in the transfer functions are able to be expanded as
sinh
r
s
a
d

=
r
s
a
d

1 +
d2
a2
s

1 +
d2
4a2
s

   (6.24)
cosh
r
s
a
d

= 1:0

1 +
4d2
a2
s

1 +
4d2
9a2
s

   : (6.25)
(6.24) and (6.25) mean that the model of the thermal system can be described by the infinite product
of the first order filter. A good point in the expansion is that the approximation order can be adjusted
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Fig. 6-5: Approximated block diagram of Peltier device.
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Heat inflow observer
equ. (6. 1)
equ. (6. 1)
Fig. 6-6: Heat inflow observer based on approximated model.
by checking the locations of roots. Therefore, the bandwidth of validity of the model is clear. In this
study, the closest roots ( d2=(a2) and 4d2=(a2)) are considered to be far from the bandwidth of the
thermal system. The simplest approximation is described below
sinh
r
s
a
d

=
r
s
a
d (6.26)
cosh
r
s
a
d

= 1:0: (6.27)
By the approximation, the block diagram of the Peltier device can be rewritten as Fig. 6-5. The block
diagram corresponds to the one modeled by thermal network method [101] in which the temperature
nodes are allocated to electrode and ceramic plate part. However, different from the thermal network
method, the method explained above can explicitly consider the bandwidth in modeling.
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Fig. 6-7: Coordinate of thermal sensor.
In the simplified diagram, surface temperature of the plate is derived as
Tcr(s; dcr) =
1
RconCcrCels2 + (Ccr + Cel)s
qdv
  RconCels+ 1
RconCcrCels2 + (Ccr + Cel)s
qin; (6.28)
where Ccr = crAcrdcrccr and Cel = elAeldelcel. These are the thermal capacitance of the element.
From the inversed system of (6.28), heat inflow observer is able to be approximated as shown in Fig. 6-6.
In the observer, first-order low-pass filter is implemented to make the filters in the observer proper and
realizable. The constructed observer estimates the heat inflow by
 q^in = ghiob
s+ ghiob
I( qdvn + JTcr(s; dcr)); (6.29)
where
I =
1
RconnCelns+ 1
(6.30)
J = RconnCcrnCelns
2 + (Ccrn + Celn)s: (6.31)
In this research, the heat inflow observer based on the approximated model is experimented.
6.4 Modification of the Output of Heat Flow Sensor
In the experiments, comparison of the observer output with that of heat flow sensor is conducted for
evaluation. However, the thermal haptics involves faster temperature variations in rendering among the
thermal control engineering. Since the heat flow sensor itself has the thermal capacitance, some of the
heat inflow coming into the sensor can be absorbed for changing the sensor temperature. Therefore,
in order to enable the evaluation in thermal haptics, the output modification of the heat flow sensor is
conducted.
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Fig. 6-7 shows a coordinate configuration of thermal sensor. In Fig. 6-7, xse denotes the location that
thermal sensor detects its temperature Tse and heat flow qse. qoutse and q
in
se are heat inflow and outflow,
which should be estimated for the evaluation. Note that these heat flows and qse are different in transient
state, which means that temperature is varying.
For the modification of the sensor output, similar techniques with the heat inflow observer are em-
ployed. The thermal equations with initial and boundary conditions of the sensor are derived as
@Tse(t; x)
@t
= ase
@2Tse(t; x)
@x2
(6.32)
Tse(0; x) = 0 (6.33)
@Tse(t; 0)
@x
=   1
Ase
qinse(t) (6.34)
@Tse(t; dse)
@x
=   1
Ase
qoutse (t): (6.35)
By the Laplace transformation in time domain, the transfer functions become as follows:
Tse(s; xse) =   1
Ase
q
s
ase
cosh(
q
s
ase
xse)
sinh(
q
s
ase
dse)
qoutse (s)
+
1
Ase
q
s
ase
cosh(
q
s
ase
(dse   xse))
sinh(
q
s
ase
dse)
qinse(s) (6.36)
qse(s; xse) =
sinh(
q
s
ase
xse)
sinh(
q
s
ase
dse)
qoutse (s)
+
sinh(
q
s
ase
(dse   xse))
sinh(
q
s
ase
dse)
qinse(s): (6.37)
By letting Tse(s; xse) = Aqoutse + Bq
in
se and qse(s; xse) = Cq
out
se +Dq
in
se , heat inflow q
in
se and outflow
qoutse are able to be derived as
qoutse =
D
AD  BCTse(s; xse) 
B
AD  BC qse(s; xse) (6.38)
qinse =  
C
AD  BCTse(s; xse) +
A
AD  BC qse(s; xse): (6.39)
This is the modification algorithm for thermal sensor part. In implementation, the approximation by
(6.26) and (6.27) is conducted. By the modification, amount of heat flowing into thermal sensor can be
estimated more accurately, compared with only using the sensor output qse.
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Fig. 6-8: Block diagram for identifying thermal contact resistance.
6.5 Identification of Thermal Contact Resistance
The proposed observer requires the nominal values of model; area, thickness, thermal conductivity,
specific heat and thermal contact resistance. As for the former four elements, the nominal values can be
set by the measurement of size and general physical thermal properties. However, the thermal contact
resistance highly depends on the surface state between the contacting materials, and the actual value
varies from devices even when the same materials are utilized. Therefore, some identification methods
have to be invented.
Fig. 6-8 shows the proposed identification method. In the system, the electrical current is regulated on
the basis of nominal actuation model, so that the generated heat flow qdv corresponds to that of reference
value qrefdv . The transfer function from the heat flow to the variation rate of plate temperature is derived
as
sTcr
qdv
=
1
RconCelCcrs+ Cel + Ccr
: (6.40)
This is the general first-order filter, and the phase difference between the sinusoidal input of qdv and
output sTcr is derived as
 =  tan 1

RconCelCcr
Cel + Ccr
!

; (6.41)
where  and ! are the phase difference and frequency of sinusoidal signals. Therefore, by measuring the
phase lag and substituting the nominal values of thermal capacitances, the contact resistance Rcon can
be identified.
6.6 Experiments of Observer-based Heat Inflow Estimation
In this section, experiments are conducted to test the performance of constructed observer.
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Heat flow sensor (used for evaluation)
Temperature sensor for
upper ceramic plate
Temperature sensor for
bottom ceramic plate
Fig. 6-9: Experimental setup for heat inflow estimation.
External object
(hand, refrigerant)
Heat flow sensor (used for evaluation) Temperature sensor
Temperature sensor
Peltier device
Fig. 6-10: Schematic representation of experimental setup (estimation of heat inflow).
6.6.1 Overview of Experiments (Heat Inflow Estimation)
Fig. 6-9 shows the setup used for experiments of heat inflow estimation. The heat-sink is used as
the basement, and Peltier device is mounted on it. The temperature sensors are embedded in the upper
and bottom sides of ceramic plates. The measured temperatures are used as the alternative of Tc and
Th, and used for the calculation of qdvn in the observer. Because the size of the sensor is small, thermal
capacitance of the temperature sensor is ignored. This is expressed schematically in Fig. 6-10. The hat
flow sensor is mounted on the Peltier device, in order to evaluate the constructed observer. Then, the
external objects are put on the thermal sensor in order to apply the certain thermal load.
In this study, two heat flow sensors are firstly mounted on the Pelteir device as shown in Fig. 6-11.
Then, the modification of the output of heat flow sensor is experimented before the experiments of esti-
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Fig. 6-11: Schematic representation of experimental setup (modification of output of heat flow sensor).
Table 6.1: Parameter values used for identification.
Variables Value Unit
Thermal capacity of electrode, Celn 0.322 J=K
Thermal capacity of plate, Ccrn 0.925 J=K
Thermal resistance of device, Rdvn 6.5 K=W
Seebeck coefficient, sn 0.027 V=K
Electrical resistance, Ren 1.95 

Cut-off frequency of observer, ghiob 6.28 rad=s
Thermal contact resistance, Rconn 0.607 K=W
Thermal capacitance of sensor, Csen 0.54 J=K
mation by the observer. In the experiments, without external object, sinusoidal electric current with the
frequency 0:1 Hz is applied. In addition to that, contact with aluminum block without electric current
is experimented. Supposing that there exists little thermal resistance between two thermal sensors, esti-
mated heat flows qinse2 and q
out
se1 should become same. Moreover, when there is no external object, heat
outflow qoutse2 should be 0. These are the evaluation points of the modification.
Next, after the availability of output modification of the thermal sensor is confirmed, evaluation of
heat inflow observer is conducted. In the experiments, several cases (step and sinusoidal current, contact
of hand) are prepared. Then, the heat inflow information obtained by the thermal sensor q^outse is compared
with that estimated by the observer q^in.
Lastly, the observer is used for the feedback of information and the observer-based control of heat
inflow is conducted. In the experiment, aluminum block is mounted as the thermal load, and heat inflow
of the thermal system is controlled. The step signal is given as the command, and the responses of the
proposed observer with the modified output of heat flow sensor are compared. The parameter values
used for the experiments are shown in Table 6.1. Here, the nominal value of Rconn is set based on the
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Fig. 6-12: Experimental results (0.1 Hz). (a) Temperature responses. (b) Heat flow responses.
method explained in Section 6.5.
6.6.2 Results of Experiments (Output Modification of Heat Flow Sensor)
Fig. 6-12 shows experimental results of the case in which sinusoidal currents were applied. As de-
scribed in previous section, ideal states for this experiment are qinse2 = q
out
se1 and q
out
se2 = 0:0. Seeing the
results, the proposed observer is less affected by temperature variation, whereas the thermal sensor out-
puts are relatively deviated from ideal state. There are slight difference between qinse2 and q
out
se1 . However,
this is thought to be caused by the actual existence of thermal resistance between two thermal sensors.
In the case that aluminum block contacts with upper sensor, the results are shown in Fig. 6-13. In this
experiment, since the sensor contacts with external object, only qinse2 = q
out
se1 can be used for evaluation.
Even in this case, modified outputs are better than the thermal sensor outputs especially in transient state.
Though the modified output and output of sensor correspond in steady state, the better performance in
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Fig. 6-14: Estimation results of heat inflow.
transient state can contribute especially for the application such as thermal display, in which transient
state becomes important.
Based on the results, this research employs the modified output for evaluating the constructed observer.
6.6.3 Results of Experiments (Estimation of Heat Inflow)
Next, the estimation of heat inflow by the observer is conducted. The result of heat inflow estimation
is shown in Fig. 6-14. Here, several conditions such as application of electrical current and contact with
hand are tested sequentially. From the responses, it is able to say that the estimated value well tracks
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Table 6.2: Measured gains from electrical current to surface temperature.
Frequency [rad/s] 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Gain (with sensor) [dB] 10.8 -1.0 -6.8 -14.4
Gain (without sensor) [dB] 13.8 3.0 -3.5 -12.0
Reference value
Output of heat flow sensor
Output of observer
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Fig. 6-15: Results of heat inflow control (reference: 1:0 W).
to the output of heat flow sensor. The experimental results shown in Fig. 6-14 indicates the capacity of
the proposed observer for estimating heat inflow without using heat flow sensor. This will be advantage
for thermal display, since the total thermal capacitance can be decreased and bandwidth of the system
is expected to be improved. The Table 6.2 shows the frequency responses of thermal system. Here, the
cases of Peltier device with the sensor and without sensor are experimented, and the ratio between the
applied sinusoidal electrical current and the sinusoidal response of surface temperature is measured as
the gain. From Table 6.2, the gain performance is improved by 2:0  4:0 dB. This means that the device
can change its temperature more with the same amount of electrical current. The increased margin can
be utilized for enhancing the bandwidth of control system.
6.6.4 Results of Experiments (Observer-based Control of Heat Inflow)
Lastly, the observer-based control of heat inflow is experimented. As the commands of control, 1:0W
is applied. Then, the estimated signal is fed back to the PI controller. The experimental result of the
control is shown in Fig. 6-15. As well as the experiments of the estimation, the output of the observer
and that of heat flow sensor correspond well. In the steady state, the responses converge to the reference
value, and this indicate that the heat inflow can be controlled without using the heat flow sensor. From
the experimental results, it is confirmed that the proposed observer works well for estimating the amount
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Master system Slave system
Fig. 6-16: Experimental setup for observer-based thermal bilateral control.
Table 6.3: Parameter values for bilateral control (observer-based thermal bilateral control).
Variables Value Unit
Gain for across-variable control, Ce 0.5 -
Gain for through-variable control, Ci 1.0 -
Nominal value of
capacitive element, Cdvn
2.0 (with the heat flow sensor),
1.5 (with the observer)
J=K
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdis 2.0 rad=s
of heat inflow, and it is expected that the bandwidth of the thermal system is recovered by omitting the
heat flow sensor. This feature can contribute for the improvement of the total response characteristics of
haptic communication.
6.7 Experiments of Observer-based Thermal Bilateral Control
The use of the proposed observer improves the bandwidth of the system, and it is expected to enhance
the performance of the bilateral control. In this section, the effectiveness of the observer is tested by the
thermal bilateral control.
6.7.1 Overview of Experiments (Observer-based Thermal Bilateral Control)
The experimental setup for the thermal bilateral control is shown in Fig. 6-16. In the setup, the heat
flow sensor at the master side is omitted; the thermal bilateral control is conducted between the system
with the observer and the system with the heat flow sensor. On the master system, an aluminum block
is mounted as the external environment. Then, the cooled aluminum plate is put on the slave system,
and the transmission of the thermal power is conducted. As the comparative system, normal bilateral
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Fig. 6-17: Experimental results of thermal bilateral control (use of heat inflow observer). (a) Temperature
responses (the case without using the observer). (b) Heat inflow responses (the case without using the
observer). (c) Temperature responses (the case with using the observer). (d) Heat inflow observer (the
case with using the observer).
control in which the both master and the slave systems utilize the heat flow sensors is conducted. The
effectiveness of using the observer is discussed by comparing the responses of the control systems. The
parameters used for the experiment are shown in Table 6.3. Since the system with the observer does not
employ the heat flow sensor, whose thermal capacitance is around 0:5 J=K, the nominal value of the
capacitive element of the device is subtracted in the experiment of the system.
6.7.2 Results of Experiments (Observer-based Thermal Bilateral Control)
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6-17. In the experiments, aluminum plate is contacted
for around 5 seconds. When the both master and slave systems use the heat flow sensors, the results
become Figs. 6-17(a) and 6-17(b). At least in steady state, the temperatures synchronize and inversed
heat inflow is generated at the master system; the transmission of thermal power is conducted. The lags
in tracking are thought to be caused by the limited bandwidth of the thermal devices. For improving the
performance of the thermal bilateral control, reducing the thermal capacitance of the system is required.
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Master system
(with the observer)
Master system
(with the sensor)
Slave system
Fig. 6-18: Experimental setup for mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations.
Figs. 6-17(c) and 6-17(d) show the results of the bilateral control in which the heat flow sensor is
omitted at the master system. Although the small oscillations are observed, it is shown that the tracking
speed of heat inflow becomes faster than the case without using the observer. Including the allocating
configurations of temperature sensors for ceramic plates should be considered as the future work, the
reduction of the lags in tracking indicate the effectiveness of using the proposed observer.
6.8 Experiments of Mixed Rendering of Mechanical and Thermal Sensa-
tions
Following to the observer-based thermal bilateral control, the effectiveness of the observer is tested by
the haptic communication with mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations in this section.
6.8.1 Overview of Experiments (Mixed Rendering of Mechanical and Thermal Sensa-
tions)
The experimental setup for the mixed rendering of the mechanical and thermal sensation is shown in
Fig. 6-18. In the system, thermal device is employed as the master system, whereas the electrical motor
is utilized as the slave system. Since the bilateral control system is generalized into across and through
variables, it is able to realize the mixed rendering of different kinds of physical interactions under the
framework of the generalized physical power. The operation example of the developed system is shown
in Fig. 6-19; the thermal power injected by human finger at master side is transformed into mechanical
power, and it enables the mechanical interaction at the slave side. In the system, general AVF-based
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Fig. 6-19: Operation example of the mixed rendering system of mechanical and thermal sensations.
Table 6.4: Parameter values for bilateral control (mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations).
Variables Value Unit
Gain for across-variable control, Ce 0.5 -
Gain for through-variable control, Ci 1.0 -
Nominal value of
capacitive element, Cdvn
0.295 (motor),
2.0 (Peltier device with the heat flow sensor),
1.5 (Peltier device with the observer)
kg, J=K
Cut-off frequency of DOB, gdis
10.0 (motor),
2.0 (Peltier device)
rad=s
4ch contoller, which is introduced in the Chapter 3, is implemented. Then, across variables (temperature
and velocity) are regulated to synchronize, whereas the through variables (heat inflow and force) are
controlled so that the summation of the variables becomes zero. As for the master side, two kinds of
systems are prepared: the thermal system with the heat flow sensor, and that with the proposed observer.
In the experiments, slave side is mechanically fixed so that it does not move, and heated aluminum
block as the external environment is mounted on the slave system. By comparing the responses of the
cases with the heat flow sensor and that with the observer, the validity of using the proposed observer is
discussed. The parameter values used for the experiments are shown in Table 6.4.
6.8.2 Results of Experiments (Mixed Rendering of Mechanical and Thermal Sensations)
The experimental results of the mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations are shown in
Fig. 6-20. Figs. 6-20(a) and (c) show the responses of the bilateral control with the electrical motor and
the thermal system with the heat flow sensor. In the results, vibrational responses after contact and release
of the block are observed. This is thought to be caused by the difference of the bandwidth between the
electrical motor and the thermal system, as explained in the Chapter 5. The use of the heat flow sensor
causes the lag in changing the surface temperature of the thermal display, and the overshoot in tracking
is consequently induced.
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Fig. 6-20: Experimental results of mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations. (a) Responses
of across variables (with the heat flow sensor). (b) Responses of across variables (with the observer). (c)
Responses of through variables (with the heat flow sensor). (d) Responses of through variables (with the
observer).
The experimental results of the system with the proposed observer are shown in Figs. 6-20(b) and
(d). In this case, the vibrational responses are much decreased, and more stable haptic communication
is realized. The utilization of the heat inflow observer omits the heat flow sensor, and the total thermal
capacitance of the thermal system can be reduced. Since it takes less time for the facilitated heat flow by
the device to reach to the surface part of the display, the deviation of the across variable (temperature) is
able to be reduced. As for the control of through variables, the swing back of the responses is suppressed.
From these results, the validity of using the proposed observer is confirmed.
In the case of using the observer, the noises in the responses become larger than the case of using the
heat flow sensor. This is due to the differentiation of the temperature response in the observer; the noise in
measured temperature is amplified in the derivation. Therefore, employing the methods for filtering the
noises is thought to be recommended in the practical implementation of the observer. However, proposed
observer at least enables the vibration suppression caused from the limited bandwidth of the thermal
system. In this sense, the observer is able to enhance the performance of the haptic communication.
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6.9 Summary of Chapter 6
In realizing the mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations, as well as the thermal bilateral
control, the narrow control bandwidth of thermal device becomes problem for the haptic communica-
tion; as described in Chapter 5, the narrow bandwidth induces the interference term and becomes the
bottleneck for the bilateral control. In this chapter, for improving the bandwidth of thermal system, heat
inflow observer that realizes the estimation of heat flowing into thermal system without using the heat
flow sensor was proposed. The heat flow sensor generally has larger thermal capacitance than single tem-
perature sensor, and omitting the heat flow sensor leads to the bandwidth improvement of the system. For
addressing this, the observer-based handling of heat inflow was explained in this chapter. The proposed
observer was constructed on the basis of distributed parameter system of the device. Then, the system
was approximated with the consideration on the poles and zeros of transfer functions. In addition to
that, this study proposed the output modification of heat flow sensor. This enabled the robust sensing of
heat inflow against the temperature change of the sensor itself. In experiments, the modified output and
observer were compared in heat inflow estimation and control. Moreover, the observer-based thermal bi-
lateral control and mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations are demonstrated, for checking
the effectiveness of using the proposed observer. From the experimental results, it was confirmed that
the bandwidth improvement of the thermal display enhanced the performance of haptic communication.
The experiments of the mixed rendering were not only conducted for testing the proposed observer but
also for demonstrating the communication of different kinds of physical powers. The obtained results
indicate the possibilities of novel types of haptic applications, which can only be realized by considering
the generalized physical powers.
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This dissertation proposed the generalized framework of bilateral control for the remote reproduction
of the physical power interaction. The development of the technologies so far enabled humans to transmit
the audiovisual information. Following this, the academic field called real-world haptics aims to realize
the remote transmission and rendering of tactile information. In the field, bilateral control is considered
as the fundamental technology to handle the kinesthetic sensation, which is one of the elements of haptic
sensation. The control system employs master and slave systems, in order to reproduce the law of action
and reaction artificially between the remote places. Many kinds of control schemes have been invented
for the kinesthetic bilateral control, and recently the acceleration-based bilateral control was proposed
as the strong candidate for the bilateral control. On the other hand, the control of thermal actuators is
also researched for rendering the thermal sensation that is also the essential element of haptic sensation.
By realizing the recorded or calculated responses of temperature and heat flow, the thermal contact with
materials can be reproduced for the operators. However, although the researches have been conducted
on the rendering of kinesthetic and thermal sensations, the framework for bilateral transmission of haptic
power has not been established. This point is strongly related to the motivation of this research.
First, in Chapter 2, the robust control of across variable flow (AVF) was proposed. The different kinds
of physical systems can be treated in unified way by using the across and through variables. This disserta-
tion focused on the acceleration control which is one of the fundamental control technologies in the field
of motion control, and constructed its generalized form. The acceleration corresponds to the changing
rate of across variable in unified physical systems. Therefore, the control system was constructed so that
the given AVF reference is realized robustly against the disturbance through variables. In this chapter,
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the concept of generalized control conductance was also explained. This is the extended form of control
stiffness in the field of motion control, and the generalized control system should cover the wide range
of the index. The realization of the robust AVF controller makes the controlled device to have single and
normalized capacitive element, and it can widen the realizability of the index. In experiments, electrical
motor and Peltier device were used in order to verify the concept of the proposed system. Although the
control bandwidths of the motor and the thermal actuator are different, both systems showed the similar
tendencies and it was confirmed that the AVF controller contributes for widening the range of the index
values. Not only the constructed system is essential for the haptic communication, the concept of the
system is thought to be important in general control engineering.
The tactile sensation that always involves the contact with external environments can be compre-
hended as the stimulation phenomena based on the physical power interaction between the human and
external materials. Based on this, this dissertation proposed the concept of generalized bilateral control
in Chapter 3. The product of across and through variable has the unit of power. Therefore, by realizing
the synchronization of across variables and reproducing the inversed through variable each other between
master and slave systems, the generalized bilateral control system becomes capable of transmitting the
injected power to the remote side. In this dissertation, the acceleration-based 4ch bilateral control system
was described in a unified manner, and AVF-based 4ch bilateral control system was constructed. Then,
the performance and characteristics were analyzed using the generalized intermediate impedances, bond
graphs and pole movements of control systems. The generalized intermediate impedances were derived
from hybrid parameters of bilateral control. The impedances make the evaluations on losses and leakages
in power transmission easier, and it turned out that the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control could realize the
best characteristics of the impedances among the several control schemes. Moreover, the system was
compared with the reflection-based bilateral control scheme using the bond graphs. The flows of power
were described by using the graphs, and it was shown that the AVF-based 4ch system has superiority
over the reflection-based one by the analyses. The experiments were conducted for both kinesthetic and
thermal bilateral control, and the superiority of the AVF-based 4ch bilateral control scheme has been
confirmed for both kinds of experiments. The reflection-based scheme yielded vibrational responses in
a contact operation, whereas the constructed system could perform the stable contact. The proposed
framework is considered to be the basis for the haptic communication systems.
The contents in Chapters 2 and 3 put a high value on the conceptive ideas in generalized bilateral
control. On the other hand, the Chapters 4, 5 and 6 focused on the problems that arise in practical appli-
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cation of haptic technologies. In Chapter 4, the communication delays between master and slave systems
were treated. The delays in transmitting the information on across and through variables can easily in-
duce the unstable operation. For addressing the problem, this dissertation firstly increased the stability
margin by employing the phase-lag compensator. The phase-lag compensator can produce another lag
of the information; however, it was explained that the decrease of the amplitude of the signal was able
to contribute for the enhancement of the stability. This point was discussed by the power flows in bond
graphs of bilateral control systems. Utilizing the system with the phase-lag compensator as the basis,
this research proposed the compensator for through variable controller. The proposed compensator was
derived on the basis of the hybrid parameters, and it can enhance the performance of the free operation
of bilateral control. Then, the adaptive algorithm for discriminating the free and contact operation was
proposed, and the gain in the compensator was set to be variable according to the state of the haptic
communication. The performance of the proposed system was tested by the kinesthetic bilateral control,
and the experimental results verified the validity of the compensator. In addition to that, the system was
compared with the communication disturbance observer-based scheme from the perspective of hybrid
parameters, and the parameters of respective system were measured. Among the systems including the
scheme with only the phase-lag compensator, the proposed system achieved the most flat gain charac-
teristics of hybrid parameters. The flatness means that the haptic communication can be conducted with
less overshoots, and the applicability of the proposed system was experimentally confirmed.
Chapter 5 focused on the imperfect performance of the haptic device. In practical application, there
exist possibilities that master and slave systems employ the devices with different control bandwidths.
Firstly in this chapter, it was shown that the lack of the performance of one system could induces the
degradation of the total performance of haptic communication. For the explanation, the modal spaces of
bilateral control system were considered, and the interference between the across and through variable
controls were revealed. In order to compensate for the interference and recover the deteriorated perfor-
mance, this dissertation constructed the disturbance observer in the common modal space of the system.
By utilizing the observer, the information on the amount of the interference became available. Since
one of the devices has inferior characteristics, the applied compensation input cannot be realized at one
system. In this chapter, it was shown that the direct use of the compensation value caused the another
interference term. For avoiding this, this dissertation proposed the processing of the compensation value
so as not to produce the interference factor. Although the compensation is again limited by the bandwidth
of the device, the proposed method was theoretically proved to decrease the disturbance factor for modal
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space control. The experimental results of bilateral control verified the effectiveness of the proposed
system. Without using the compensation value, the vibration occurred in the bilateral control. On the
other hand, the proposed system achieved less oscillation in the haptic communication. The results of
experiments showed the validity of the proposed compensation method.
In Chapter 6, the thermal haptic device was focused. As described in the Chapter 5, the narrow
bandwidth of the device causes the appearance of interference terms. The response characteristics of
the haptic device are crucial for haptic communication, and the heat inflow observer was proposed in
order to omit the heat flow sensor and enhance the bandwidth of the thermal system. The propagation of
thermal energies is able to be treated by the distributed parameter systems. Therefore, this dissertation
firstly constructed the distributed parameter system of the Peltier device using thermal equations. Then,
the transfer function of the system was derived by Laplace transformation. The heat inflow observer
was constructed using the modeled transfer functions. Since the model has infinite number of poles
and zeros, the approximation considering the location of roots was described. For evaluation of the
constructed observer, the output of heat flow sensor was employed. However, since the sensor itself has
the thermal capacitance and the output is effected in transient state, the modification of the sensor output
was proposed. Moreover, the simple identification method of thermal contact resistance between the
electrode and ceramic plate was explained. In the experiments, firstly the output modification of heat flow
sensor was demonstrated. The deviation of the outputs of doubled-over heat flow sensors was decreased
by the modification, thus the validity of the constructed model was confirmed. Then, the output of the
heat inflow observer was compared with the modified output next. Moreover, the observer-based thermal
bilateral control and mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations were experimented to check
the effectiveness of using the proposed observer. The latter experiment was not only conducted for testing
the observer but also for demonstrating the reproduction of generalized bilateral power interaction, and
it was shown that the interaction between the different kinds of physical powers became possible under
the concept of generalized physical powers.
The unification of the remote reproduction of bilateral power interactions is thought to generate the
advancement in the field of communication industry. So far, the invention of telephone and television
enabled the communication of audiovisual information and altered the lifestyles of human society. As
that the transmission technologies of kinesthetic sensation have been expected to contribute for the com-
munication industries, the mutual control of thermal devices can enhance the modality of remote com-
munications. The richness of the communication is increased by this means, and the change in ways of
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communication is expected like a handshake that involves mechanical and thermal interactions between
distant places. As the another kinds of applications, the scaling of the haptic power can be treated. The
magnification and shrinkage of transmitted power can be realized by adjusting the control objectives of
across and through variables, and these enable the increase of small power interaction at the remote side
so that it can be noticed at the operator side. For example, the tele-manipulation with sensing the magni-
fied thermal sensation can be made possible. The change of influence ratio between the operator and the
environment in bilateral control can extend the ability of humans, in a sense that the humans can interact
evenly with micro/macro environments.
One of the specific features provided by the content of this dissertation is that different kinds of phys-
ical powers can be rendered. The experiments of mixed rendering of mechanical and thermal sensations,
which are shown in the Chapter 6, represent the rendering of generalized physical powers that is the
important theme in this dissertation. Basically, the thermal contact of hand is passive phenomena since
the human cannot adjust the generation of heat flow in the hand. On the other hand, the human can apply
the mechanical force arbitrarily. By the mixed rendering, the active thermal palpation system in which
the operator can feel the change of thermal properties of body as the mechanical power is thought to be
realized. Not only the systems for the pure reproduction of respective physical power interactions, but
also the novel types of haptic communication systems are expected to be invented, under the framework
of generalized physical power.
As the future work of this study, the integration of the information on elemental sensations should be
considered. This dissertation focused on the reproduction of the elements of haptic sensation. However,
in actual, the elements can interfere each other; for example, the thermal contact resistance between the
thermal device and the external environment changes according to the gaps at the contacting area, that
can be influenced by the mechanical pressing force. Although the thermal power is accurately transmit-
ted by the thermal bilateral control, the different configurations between the direct contact with pressing
force and mounting the remote object on the thermal display can induce the different thermal effusivi-
ties. When the effusivities are not same, the thermal sensations can consequently be different. Since the
thermal contact resistance can vary according to the condition of surface conditions, the adjustment of
control system based on the surface image of materials may be needed. As represented by the example,
the effective combination of the haptic technologies and other kinds of information for the further en-
hancement of communication quality should be considered also as the future work. In addition to this, the
multi-degree of freedom systems that can involve the interferences between the different axes of power
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transmission should be handled. In this topic, consideration on the spatial propagation of haptic power
from actuators or devices to the controlled area is essential. Although the more sophistication and fur-
ther development of the theories are needed, the conceptual idea of generalized bilateral control systems
as well as the treatment of problems that can appear in practical applications is thought to play impor-
tant roles as one of the fundamental technologies for the mutual haptic communication between remote
places. In that sense, the contents described in this dissertation are expected to provide the progresses in
technologies of real-world haptics.
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